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Abstract 
Artificial spin ice is a two-dimensional array of nanomagnets fabricated to study geometric 
frustration, a phenomenon that arises when competing interactions cannot be simultaneously 
satisfied within the system. While the ground states of these artificial systems have been previously 
studied, this thesis focuses on the dynamic process around the ground state of these systems. In 
addition to the original square artificial spin ice, we also examine a collection of vertex-frustrated 
lattices. These lattices can be designed and fabricated easily with great flexibility while yielding 
fruitful physics insight about the frustrated systems. We discuss the necessary background and 
techniques related to the study. Using a Shakti lattice, we investigate a mechanism that blocks the 
system from relaxing into a degenerate ground state through a classical topology framework. Then 
we discuss the efforts to thermalize artificial spin ice system better and advance the understanding 
of thermal annealing process. Lastly, we study two lattices, a tetris lattice and Santa Fe lattices, on 
the transitions among their degenerate ground states and the related dynamic process. These efforts 
serve as a collective advancement in understanding the thermal kinetics of artificial spin ice 
systems.  
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Chapter 1: Geometrically Frustrated 
Magnetism 
Before formal discussion of frustrated artificial spin ice, which is a system designed to study 
frustrated magnetism, this chapter begins with a discussion of conventional magnetism and 
geometric frustration. We then review frustrated water ice and spin ice, which initially motivated 
the study of artificial spin ice.  
1.1 Conventional magnetism 
Magnetism has been a phenomenon that has invoked curiosity since more than 2500 years ago 
when people started to notice and use a mineral that can attract iron called lodestone, a naturally 
magnetized piece of magnetite (Fe3O4). Thanks to the groundbreaking discovery that electric 
current produces a magnetic field made by Hans Christian Oersted (1775-1851), magnetism could 
be generated on demand. Since then, the study of magnetism has brought fruitful fundamental 
knowledge as well as practical applications that are essential to modern life.  
Magnetism describes how matter interacts with external magnetic fields. We can define 
magnetization through the unit strength of force on an object when placed in a magnetic field. 
There are two fundamental sources of magnetism in materials: the orbital magnetization associated 
with electron wavefunctions and the intrinsic spin magnetization of electrons. In a semi-classical 
picture, the first magnetization arises from the electronic rotation around the nucleus. The second 
one is an intrinsic property of the electron. Most elements do not exhibit easily measurable 
magnetic properties because the contribution from both parts gets canceled, due to an equal 
population of electrons with opposite magnetization. Magnetization arises when there is an 
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imbalance of electrons with intrinsic magnetization as in the transition metals (e.g., iron, cobalt 
and nickel). When the orbital magnetization is not canceled, as in rare earth elements (e.g., 
lanthanum and neodymium), both the orbital and intrinsic magnetization contribute to the total net 
magnetization. 
Materials can be classified based on how they react to an external magnetic field. For all the paired 
electrons, which occupy the same orbital but have different spins, they will rearrange their orbitals 
to generate a weak opposing magnetic field in the presence of an external magnetic field. This is 
a common but weak mechanism known as diamagnetism. When there are unpaired electrons, an 
external magnetic field will align the spins of unpaired electrons with the external magnetic field. 
The effect dominates diamagnetism and we call these materials paramagnetic. While 
diamagnetism and paramagnetism do not involve the interaction of electrons, electron-electron 
interaction leads to other forms of magnetism associated with the correlation between magnetic 
moments. When the moment interaction favors the parallel alignment, the material is called 
ferromagnetic. When the moment interaction favors the anti-parallel alignment, the material is 
called an antiferromagnetic material. 
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1.2 Geometric frustration and water ice 
 
Figure 1 Classic model of geometric frustration with antiferromagnetic Ising spins on the corners 
of an equilaterla triangle. With the system favoring antiparallel alignment, it is impossible to 
satisfy every pair-wise interaction. 
Geometric frustration originates from the failure to accommodate all pairwise interactions into 
their lower energy state. The antiferromagnetic Ising spin model, formulated by Wannier half a 
century ago1, is a classic example of geometric frustration. In this model, every spin points either 
up or down, and interactions favor antiparallel alignment between pairs of spins. As shown in 
Figure 1, three such spins can be placed on the corners of an equilateral triangle. While we can 
easily satisfy the interaction between the first two spins by aligning them anti-parallel to each other, 
there is not a single spin orientation of the third spin that can be anti-parallel to both existing spins. 
In fact, either orientation assignment of the third spin would result in the same total energy of the 
system, which we call degenerate energy levels. This degenerate energy level turns out to be the 
lowest energy possible for the system. Note that this model assumes classical Ising spins without 
quantum effects, which would result in complicated quantum spin liquid states in an extended 
system2. We call such a system geometrically frustrated when it fails to satisfy all interaction while 
settling down into a degenerate ground state. Such degeneracy that scales up with system size is 
known as extensive degeneracy. Microscopically speaking, such extensive degeneracy means 
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there are a finite number of micro-states 𝛺 even at 𝑇 = 0. This degeneracy will induce a so-called 
residual entropy which is non-zero: 
 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝑘𝐵𝑙𝑛𝛺 ≠ 0 (1) 
Due to the inability to measure directly the micro-states of geometrically frustrated materials, the 
macroscopic property, residual entropy, was one of the important tools experimentalists used to 
study geometric frustration. Other macroscopic measurements such as AC susceptibility, neutron 
scattering and muon-spin relaxation are also used intensively to study geometric frustration3, 4, 5, 6. 
One of the first examples of geometric frustration dates back to 1935 when Linus Pauling studied 
the frustration in water ice7. When the water freezes, it forms a tetrahedral structure where each 
oxygen atom has four hydrogen neighbors. Each hydrogen atom has two oxygen neighbors, and 
the hydrogen atom can be closer to one oxygen atom and far away from the other. In the view of 
the oxygen atom, we say that a hydrogen atom has position ‘in’ when it is closer and ‘out’ 
otherwise. The ground state energy configuration corresponds to states where all tetrahedral 
structures have two ‘in’ hydrogens and two ‘out’ hydrogens, which is commonly known as the ‘ice 
rule’. There exist extensive micro-states that satisfy such an ‘ice rule’, which results in residual 
entropy and geometric frustration in water ice.  
1.3 Geometrically frustrated magnetism and spin ice 
With the frustrated Ising theoretical models envisioned by Wannier1 and Anderson8, along with 
the experimental evidence of frustration in water ice, one would ask whether there exists a 
magnetic system that exhibits geometric frustration. Nature never ceases to amaze us, there not 
only exists a magnetism realization of geometric frustration, there are also stunning similarities 
between water ice and its magnetic equivalent. 
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In some rare-earth pyrochlore materials known as spin ice such as dysprosium titanate (Dy2Ti2O7) 
and holmium titanate (Ho2Ti2O7), the magnetic ions reside at the vertices of a corner-sharing 
tetrahedral structure. Each magnetic ion has a doublet ground state 𝑀𝐽 = ±𝐽, with first excited 
states lying approximately 300 K above the ground state 9. Due to the constraints of the crystal 
field, the magnetic moments can point into the center of either one tetrahedron or the other. As a 
result, the magnetic moments of those magnetic ions behave like classical Ising spins lying on the 
easy axis that connects the centers of two neighboring tetrahedra. Similar to the ‘ice rule’ in water 
ice, the ‘ice rule’ in spin ice states that minimum energy of the system can be achieved only when 
every tetrahedron possesses two spins pointing into the center and two pointing out away from the 
center. Spin ice has been under intensive study and these materials show a wide range of interesting 
physics, such as residual entropy, emergent gauge field and effective magnetic monopole 
excitations 10,11,12,13. 
Before we start the discussion of the experimental study of spin ice, we first calculate the 
theoretical value of the residual entropy of the system. Each tetrahedron has four spins at the 
corners and each spin is adjacent to two different tetrahedrons. This rule results in an average of 
two spins for each tetrahedron. The average number of possible states for each tetrahedron is 
therefore 22 = 4. In a system with 𝑁 spins, there will be 
𝑁
2
 tetrahedra. Inside each tetrahedron, 
only 
6
16
 of the configurations satisfy the ‘ice rule’. Using this number of configurations, we can 
calculate the number of ground state micro-states 𝛺 = (
6
16
× 4)
𝑁
2
. The residual entropy is 𝑆 =
𝑘𝐵𝑙𝑛𝛺 =
𝑁𝑘𝐵
2
ln (
3
2
). The residual molar spin entropy is therefore 
𝑁𝐴𝑘𝐵
2
ln (
3
2
) =
𝑅
2
ln (
3
2
), where 𝑅 
is the molar gas constant (𝑅 = 8.3145𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1𝐾−1). 
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To measure the residual entropy experimentally in spin ice, Ramirez and co-workers11 followed a 
similar method to that used to measure the residual entropy of water ice14. As shown in Figure 2, 
the specific heat, which mostly originates from magnetic contributions, was measured upon 
cooling. The decrease of entropy can be calculated from the specific heat: 
 
𝛿𝑆 = 𝑆(𝑇2) − 𝑆(𝑇1) = ∫
𝐶𝐻(𝑇)
𝑇
𝑑𝑇
𝑇2
𝑇1
 
(2) 
At the high-temperature paramagnetic regime, the spins are arranged randomly with molar spin 
entropy 𝑅𝑙𝑛(2) ≈ 5.76 𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 𝑇−1 . By integrating the specific heat, one can obtain the 
measured molar entropy 𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 3.9 𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙
−1 𝑇−1. The gap between these two values is due to the 
existence of ground state entropy or residual entropy. Then one can calculate the residual molar 
spin entropy as 𝑆0 = 𝑅𝑙𝑛(2) − 𝑆exp = 1.86 𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙
−1 𝑇−1. y, which is very close to the estimate 
based on the extensive ground state degeneracy 
𝑅
2
ln (
3
2
) = 1.68  𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 𝑇−1 . This experiment 
directly confirms the presence of residual entropy and geometric frustration in spin ice. Note that 
this is not a violation of the third law of thermodynamics because the system is not in thermal 
equilibrium. The energy barriers to establishing long-range order is so small that relaxing toward 
equilibrium is a prolonged process. 
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Figure 2. (a) The specific heat of Dy2Ti2O7 divided by the temperature in H= 0 and H=0.5T. The 
peak happens around 1 K when the material gives out energy to form short-range order i.e. the 
configuratoins that obey the ice rule. (b) The value of entropy of Dy2Ti2O7 through integrating C/T 
from 0.2 K to 12 K. The difference between the asymptotic line and the Rln2 value is the residual 
entropy. Figures reproduced from reference 11. 
Additional evidence of frustration in spin ice can be found in momentum space using neutron 
scattering. A characteristic pinch point feature (Figure 3) would appear in the structure factor if 
the spin configurations obey the ice rule 15, 16, 17. Furthermore, using the structure factor, Morris 
and co-workers study the emergent monopoles and the Dirac string within the system 17.  
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Figure 3 The experimental (A) and numerical simulation (B) of the 3-dimensional structure factor 
of spin ice material that obeys ice rule. Clear pinch points can be found between the peaks. Figure 
reproduced from Reference 17. 
There are many other frustrated materials in addition to spin ice. We only mention some typical 
examples briefly and readers can refer to review articles and books for further details18, 19, 20. While 
spin ice has a very well defined short-range order, another type of spin system called spin glass is 
a disordered magnet in which there is disorder in the interactions between the spins, usually 
resulting from structural disorder in the material. In fact, the term glass is an analogy to structural 
glass whose atoms are not aligned on a regular lattice. This irregularity in spin interactions in a 
spin glass will result in a complicated energy landscape so that the configuration of the system 
always gets trapped in some local metastable state at low temperature. Once the spin glass is frozen 
below some freezing temperature, the system could not escape from the ultradeep minima to 
explore the energy landscape, which is known as non-ergodic behavior. Spin liquids provide 
another example of a geometrically frustrated magnetic system that exhibits no long range-order 
at low temperature – these are systems in which the frustrated spin fluctuate between different 
equivalent collective states. As a typical example of the spin liquid, another type of pyrochlore, 
Tb2Ti2O7 has been shown to exhibit spin fluctuations even at the lowest achievable temperature 
and remain disordered21.  
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1.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we discussed the origin of magnetism and the concept of geometric frustration. As 
a category of magnetic materials, geometrically frustrated magnets such as spin liquids, spin 
glasses and spin ice have attracted considerable research interest. As an inspiration of artificial 
spin ice, spin ice obeys a short-range order rule known as ‘ice rule’ while remaining long-range 
disordered and frustrated. While spin ice has been studied through macroscopic measurement, it 
is tough to investigate the microstate directly and control the strength of interaction. Next, we will 
introduce artificial spin ice system, which is equally interesting while providing a new angle to the 
investigation of geometrically frustrated magnetism.  
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Chapter 2: Artificial Spin Ice 
2.1 Motivation 
Through investigation of pyrochlore spin ice, emergent phenomena related to geometric frustration 
were discovered and studied mainly by macroscopic property measurements such as specific heat, 
magnetization and neutron scattering measurement9, 11, 13, 22. While macroscopic measurements can 
give enough information on how the frustrated systems behave generally, it is impossible to 
directly probe the microscopic states. Furthermore, as a natural material, pyrochlore spin ice is not 
easily controllable regarding coupling strength between the frustrated components or alteration of 
the structure to study new types of frustration. Since the moments of spin ice behave very similarly 
to classical Ising spins, one would wonder if there exists a classical system that could be artificially 
designed to mimic the behaviors of spin ice, in which direct measurement of the micro-states is 
possible. 
2.2 Artificial square ice 
Artificial spin ice (ASI)23 24, 25, 26  is a system used to study geometric frustration microscopically 
with flexibility in designing the geometry on demand. ASI is a two-dimensional array of 
nanomagnets. A standard nanomagnet is made of permalloy (Ni81Fe19) with typical nanomagnet 
size of 25 nm thickness and lateral dimensions of 220 nm by 80 nm. Every nanomagnet has a 
single domain magnetization due to shape anisotropy. Therefore the moment of a nanomagnet can 
be approximated as an effective giant Ising spin along its easy axis. The interaction between the 
nanomagnets can be approximately described by the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction: 
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 𝐻 = −
𝜇0
4𝜋|𝒓|3
(3(𝒎𝟏 ∙ ?̂? )(𝒎𝟐 ∙ ?̂?) − 𝒎𝟏 ∙ 𝒎𝟐) 
(3) 
where 𝒎𝟏,𝒎𝟐 are two magnetic moments in space and 𝒓 is the vector between the centers of two 
moments. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) can be used to probe the magnetization orientation 
of each nanomagnet and hence obtain the spin map of the array. Using modern lithography 
techniques, one can easily tune the interaction strength by changing lattice spacing or even design 
new frustration behaviors by changing the geometry of the system.  
 
Figure 4 Artificial spin ice (a) Atomic force microscopy of the first artificial spin ice system that 
had the square ice geometry. (b) Magnetic force microscopy image of artificial spin ice. Black or 
white contrast represents the north or south pole of each nanomagnet and the image verifies that 
all the nanomagnets are single domains. (c) Moment configuration map of the array. Figures are 
reproduced from reference 23.  
One way to characterize ASI is to look at the distribution of the moment configuration at its 
vertices, which are defined as the points where neighboring islands come together. Every vertex is 
an analog to the tetrahedral center in water ice and spin ice. The vertices have four different types 
of moment orientation based on their energy hierarchy (Figure 5a), of which Type I and Type II 
obey the ‘two in two out’ ice-rule. According to (3), the interaction of the system can be controlled 
by the spacing between nanomagnets. Originally, the AC demagnetization method was used to 
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lower the energy of the system23, 27, 28. After the treatment, with increasing interaction between 
nanomagnets, the distribution of vertices deviated from random distribution to a distribution which 
preferred the vertex types obeying the ice rule (Figure 5b).  
 
Figure 5 (a) The energy hierarchy of vertices of square ASI along with the expected fraction of 
vertices from random distribution. There are four types of vertices, with energy increasing from 
left to right. Type I and Type II vertices obey the ice rule. (b) Excess of vertices compared with 
random distribution as a function of lattice spacing after demagnetization treatment. Figures are 
reproduced from reference 23.  
2.3 Exploring the ground state: from thermalization to true degeneracy  
The fact that we saw the coexistence of both Type I and Type II vertices is both good and bad 
news. The good news is that it means the realization of frustration in this simple two-dimensional 
system. A closer look at the energy hierarchy reveals one problem: the Type I and Type II vertices 
have slightly different interaction energies. This difference comes from the two-dimension nature 
of the system. Unlike the equivalent pairwise interaction in the tetrahedron, the pairwise 
interactions in a two-dimensional square lattice are different when two moments are parallel versus 
perpendicular. This difference splits the energy of states that obey the ice rule into two different 
energy levels. The lattice that is composed of only the lowest energy vertex state has a long-range 
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order. In fact, this long-range order has been observed in some of the as-grown samples due to 
thermalization during deposition29. AC demagnetization fails to reach this ground state because 
the energy difference between Type I and Type II is too small to be resolved during the relaxation 
process.  
Zhang et al. managed to thermalize the square lattice by heating the system above the material’s 
Curie temperature30. As shown in Figure 6, after the thermal treatment, they observed large 
domains of ground states. This technique significantly enhanced our ability to access and study 
the low-lying energy states. While this method is efficient, it is not yet optimized. Chapter 5 will 
address the problem by investigating all different factors involved in the thermalization process as 
well as their effects.  
 
Figure 6 Thermal annealing results. After thermal annealing, the domain sizes increase with 
decreasing lattice spacing. The 320-nm spacing square lattice shows almost perfect ground state 
domain. Figures reproduced from Ref 30. 
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While reaching the ground state of the square lattice is a breakthrough, it demonstrates that the 
square ice system is not truly frustrated. There are different ways to bring frustration back to the 
system. Before introducing the approach adopted in this thesis, we will discuss the most straight-
forward and intuitive way first. Realizing the loss of frustration originates from the unequal 
interactions between parallel pairs and perpendicular pairs, Möller et al. proposed height-offsetting 
one set of islands to decrease the perpendicular interaction while preserving the parallel 
interaction31. This approach has recently been realized experimentally by Perrin et al. as is shown 
in Figure 7, and extensive degenerate ground states were observed with critical height offset h 
which makes the two pair-wise interaction J1 and J2 equal to each other. As evidence of extensive 
degeneracy, pinch points are also observed in the momentum space or magnetic structure factor 
map32. There are some other creative methods reported, such as studying the microscopic degree 
of freedom33, introducing defects34, balancing competing interactions in a different geometry35 and 
adding an interaction modifier between the islands,36 etc.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 Realizing frustration using a height offset. Half of the subsets of the islands were raised 
by h, thus decreasing the perpendicular dipolar interaction J1 while preserving the parallel dipolar 
interaction J2. Figure reproduced from Ref 32. 
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2.4 Vertex-frustrated artificial spin ice 
Another approach to reintroduce frustration is proposed by Morrison et al. 37, 26 Instead of looking 
at individual spins, we look at the energy of different vertices. Every vertex has its energy hierarchy 
and most importantly a unique ground state. Frustration happens, however, as we bring the vertices 
together and form the lattice in a special way. Due to competing interactions between vertices, the 
system fails to facilitate every vertex into its own ground state. This behavior resembles the spin 
frustration except it happens at a vertex level. That is why we called these systems vertex-frustrated 
artificial spin ice. This approach enables us to design different systems in creative ways. The 
vertex-frustrated artificial spin ice can be obtained by selectively removing the islands of a square 
lattice, as is shown in Figure 8. These systems will be of major interest in Chapter 4 and 6. Before 
a detailed discussion of thermally active vertex-frustrated artificial spin ice, we discuss some 
successful explorations of the ground state of these systems first.  
 
Figure 8 The square lattice and decimated square lattices that are vertex-frustrated. The Shakti 
lattice and tetris lattice are vertex-frustrated.  
The Shakti lattice is the first vertex-frustrated lattice studied closely by theory38 and experiment39. 
The geometry of the Shakti lattice is shown in Figure 9. It consists of three types of vertices with 
mixed coordination: 2-island vertices, 3-island vertices and 4-island vertices. The interesting 
physics happens in the 3-island vertices. Its two lowest energy states are called happy (ground 
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state) and unhappy (first excited state) vertices based on whether there is unfavorable nearest 
neighbor alignment. Even though each 3-island vertex has its energy hierarchy, there exists no way 
to place the moments at every 3-island vertex into their local ground states. If we assign spins to 
the lattice, at its ground state, all the 2-island vertices and 4-island vertices will be in the lowest 
energy state. Half of the 3-island vertices, however, will be left as excited and we called the system 
vertex-frustrated. The degree of freedom to distribute the unhappy vertices versus the happy 
vertices contributes to the ground state degeneracy. At this frustrated ground state, each plaquette 
will have two happy and two unhappy vertices as an emergent ice rule, which can be mapped onto 
a vertex in a classical two-dimensional six-vertex model37, 38. In addition to the emergent ice rule, 
magnetic charge screening effects were also observed by studying the effective magnetic charge 
at the vertices.  
 
Figure 9 The shakti lattice ground state. The moment configurations of the Shakti lattice. For the 
3-island vertices, when there is no unfavorable nearest neighbor interaction, the vertex is at the 
ground state denoted as an open circle. There is one pair of unfavorable nearest neighbor 
interaction, the vertex is at the first excited state denoted as a solid dot. At the ground state of 
Shakti lattice, half of the 3-island vertices will be at the first excited state, creating vertex-
frustration behavior. 
The tetris lattice is another vertex-frustrated system that shows interesting physics40. We show the 
geometry of the tetris lattice in Figure 10a. The lattice is composed of alternate stripes, the 
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backbone stripes (marked as blue) and the staircase stripes (marked as red). Each backbone stripe 
has a relatively stable ground state configuration. Depending on the adjacent backbone stripes, the 
staircase stripes exhibit frustration behaviors and behave like one-dimensional Ising chains. In fact, 
backbone islands and staircase islands exhibit different thermal kinetic behaviors. Using 
photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM), Gilbert et al. studied the kinetic behaviors of the 
tetris lattice. By calculating the fraction of islands that lose contrast due to thermal flipping, one 
can characterize the speed of the kinetics. More details about this technique will be discussed in 
the next chapter. Due to the absence of a unique ground state, the staircase islands become 
thermally active at a lower temperature than the backbone islands do upon heating. In this way, 
this two-dimensional system is reduced to stripes of one-dimensional systems, exhibiting 
dimensional reduction behaviors. 
 
Figure 10 Tetris Lattice and dimension reduction. (a) The tetris lattice is composed of 
alternating stripes of backbone and staircase. (b) The fraction of thermally active islands as a 
function of temperature. An island is defined as thermally acitve when its thermal activities lead 
to lost of PEEM-XMCD constrast. (c) Unit cell of tetris lattice indicating the temperature at 
which half of the islands are thermally active. Backbone islands get frozen at a higher 
temperature than the staircase islands do. Part of the figure reproduced from ref. 40. 
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2.5 Thermally active artificial spin ice 
Another recent breakthrough of artificial spin ice is the introduction of new experimental 
techniques, which enables researchers to measure the thermally active ASI in real time and real 
space. Before we discuss the methods in the next chapter, we will first discuss the underlying 
principles of thermally active artificial spin ice in this section. 
The nanoislands behave as superparamagnetism, which is described by the Neel-Arrhenius 
equation41: 
 
𝜏𝑁 = 𝜏0exp (
𝐾𝑉
𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 
(4) 
where 𝜏𝑁 is the relaxation time i.e. the average length of time for an island to flip under thermal 
fluctuation, 𝜏0 is the intrinsic attempt time of the materials, 𝐾 is the magnetic anisotropy energy 
density and V is the volume of the nanoisland. At a fixed accessible temperature 𝑇, to reduce the 
relaxation time so that it matches the measurement time scale, we can either reduce 𝐾  or 𝑉 . 
Reducing 𝐾 however, might compromise the single domain property of the islands as well as the 
biaxial nature of the moment. We chose to reduce the volume of the islands.  Because we can only 
make the lateral size as small as the spatial resolution of the experimental setup, reducing the 
thickness of the islands is the most effective way to make the islands thermally active.  
In practice, with a lateral size of 470 nm by 170 nm and a thickness of 2.5 nm, the islands will 
have a thermally active temperature window with a range of 60 °C. The relaxation time ranges 
from about 1 hour at the lower end to about 1 second at the higher end of the temperature range. 
Note that this window will shift significantly depending on the sample deposition. For a typical 
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experimental run, we prepare samples with a wide range of thickness so that at least one sample’s 
thermally active temperature matches the accessible temperature of the experimental setup. 
Finally, we give a short discussion about the magnetization reversal process of ASI. When a 
nanoparticle is small, its magnetization will change uniformly, known as coherent magnetization 
reversal. When a nanoparticle is large, its magnetization reversal process can happen through the 
propagation of domain walls or nucleation42. As a result, the magnetization reversal process of 
ASI largely depends on the island size. For the sample we study, the islands mostly go through 
coherent magnetization reversal since we rarely observe any multidomain islands. However, we 
do notice that the islands with 470 nm by 170 nm lateral dimension deposited by electron beam 
evaporator sometimes exhibit multidomain behavior, which might be a sign of a domain wall 
propagation mechanism. 
2.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we discuss the basics of ASI as well as the progress toward thermalizing ASI. We 
also discuss how ASI lattices evolve from the initial square lattice to frustrated systems, vertex-
frustrated ASI more specifically. With better access to the low energy states of these frustrated 
systems as well as the realization of thermally active ASI, we are in a better position to investigate 
the properties in the presence of frustration. To do that, we will take advantage of state-of-the-art 
nanotechnology, which we will discuss in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Study of Artificial 
Spin Ice 
3.1 Electron beam lithography 
There are two general approaches toward nanofabrication: bottom-up and top-down43, 44. The 
bottom-up approach starts from the atomic scale and takes advantage of self-assembly, which 
coordinates the connections among independent components of the system to form larger ordered 
structures. While the bottom-up approach is mostly adopted by nature to formulate materials, we 
use the other approach: top-down fabrication. A classical top-down approach involves etching a 
uniform film to form structures. We write our artificial spin ice patterns using the electron beam 
lithography (EBL) technique, and we use a lift-off process instead of etching to form structures. 
The detailed process of EBL is shown in Figure 11.  
We use two different wafers depending on the experiments: silicon or silicon nitride wafers. The 
silicon wafer has better electrical conductivity, so it is used in a photoemission electron microscopy 
experiment. The electrical conductivity will mitigate the charging issue due to electron 
accumulation. The structures on the silicon wafer, however, experience severe lateral diffusion at 
elevated temperature. To successfully perform an annealing experiment, we use silicon wafer with 
2000 Å silicon nitride layer, which has been shown to prevent lateral diffusion during annealing30. 
The silicon nitride layer is grown by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) with 
800 MPa tensile.  
After cleaning the surface of the wafer, a layer of resist is used to coat the wafer. The previous 
studies use a stack of PMMA/PMGI resist by MicroChem Corp45. We switched to a new type of 
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resist ZEP520A by Zeon Chemicals L.P., which was shown to have higher sensitivity than PMMA. 
The samples were coated in a spin coater at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds. Then a GDS pattern design 
file generated by Layout Editor software was loaded into the computer. The computer steered the 
electron beam to expose the designated areas to chemically alter the resist, increasing the solubility 
of the exposed areas while the unexposed resist remained insoluble. The dose of the electron beam 
was 180 𝜇𝐶/𝑐𝑚2 at 100 𝑘𝑒𝑉. After that, the chip was soaked in a developer (N-Amyl acetate) for 
180 seconds at room temperature to remove the exposed resist, leaving the wafer open only at the 
patterned areas ready for deposition. The samples are soaked in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 60 
seconds and dried in nitrogen. 
We perform our deposition using molecular beam epitaxy with e-beam evaporation in an ultra-
high vacuum of approximately 10−8 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑟. In addition to the permalloy (Fe19Ni81) film, a 2 to 3 
nm aluminum capping layer is deposited to prevent oxidation and the related exchange bias 
effects46. We use a typical deposition rate of 0.5 angstroms/s for permalloy and 0.2 angstroms/s 
for aluminum.  
After deposition, Remover PG by MicroChem Corp is used to remove any remaining resist along 
with the metal on top. The metal directly deposited onto the substrate remains in place, leaving the 
patterned nanomagnet as a designed ASI structure. The exact recipe for the liftoff process is as 
follows: The wafer soaks in Remover PG at around 75 °C for 4 hours, in the middle of which the 
wafer is transferred to a beaker with fresh Remover PG. The wafer is then sonicated in acetone for 
90 seconds to remove any remaining resists and soaked in acetone for 10 minutes. In the end, the 
wafer is rinsed in isopropyl alcohol and distilled water, followed by a flow of dry nitrogen. 
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Figure 11 Electron beam lithography process. A layer of resist is spin-coated onto the substrate 
followed by electron beam exposure at the patterned location. Chemical development is used to 
remove the resist that was exposed by an electron beam. Metal is deposited onto the films after 
that. A liftoff process removes the remaining resist along with the metal on top. The metal deposited 
directly onto the substrate remains in its place yielding the final structures.  
3.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
To evaluate the quality of the lithography, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is often used to 
characterize the structure of ASI. We use Hitachi model S-4800 to perform most of the SEM task. 
The SEM is useful for characterizing the surface properties of nanostructures. A high energy 
electron beam scans across different points of the sample, and the back-scattering electron and 
secondary electron emitted from the sample are collected by a high voltage collector. The electrons 
emission is different depending on the surface angle with respect to the electron beam. This 
difference will generate contrast between different surface conditions. A typical SEM image of the 
artificial spin ice is shown in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a square ASI array. SEM is good at 
characterizing the surface information of nano structures. 
After the fabrication, we measure the moment orientations of ASI to characterize the 
configurations of the arrays. There are different magnetic microscopy techniques to characterize 
the micro-state of ASI, such as magnetic force microscopy (MFM)23, 47, Lorentz transmission 
electron microscope (TEM)48, 49 and photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM)50, 51, 40. Here we 
focus on two of them, MFM and PEEM.  
3.3 Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) 
Magnetic force microscopy is an ideal tool to measure the magnetization of individual 
nanomagnets that are static and stable. We use the Multimode system by Bruker to probe the 
microstates of ASI. The system can operate in different modes depending on user need, and we 
primarily use the lift mode. In the lift mode, an atomic force microscopy (AFM) scan is first 
performed to determine the surface topography. An atomic-sharp tip oscillating at its resonant 
frequency approaches the surface of the sample where the Van Der Waals force between the tip 
and the sample changes the amplitude and phase of the tip’s oscillation. The control system keeps 
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changing the height of the tip to keep the oscillation amplitude constant. In this way, the change 
of tip height can map to the surface height of the sample, yielding topography information of the 
sample. With the surface landscape of the sample from the first scan, the system lifts the tip to a 
constant lift height for the second scan. The tip is coated with a ferromagnetic material so that 
there is a magnetic interaction between the tip and the islands. At the lifted height, the long-range 
magnetic force dominates over the short-range Van Der Waals force. The tip oscillates differently 
depending on whether it is an attractive or repulsive force. Magnetic contrast is obtained based on 
the phase shift of the oscillation. For a single domain nanomagnet, the two opposite poles of island 
generate different out of plane stray fields, which show up as different contrast in an MFM image. 
Figure 13 illustrates the lift mode operation. The typical size of the nanomagnet that we used for 
MFM study was 220 nm by 80 nm laterally and 25 nm thick. With this shape, the islands are small 
enough to have single domain magnetization but large enough not be influenced by the stray field 
of the MFM tip.  
 
Figure 13 MFM lift mode. In a lift mode operation of MFM, two scans were performed for each 
line. The tip first scanned near the surface of the sample to obtain height information based on 
Van Der Waals force. Then the tip was lifted to a constant lift height above the topology surface 
based on the first scan. The magnetic interaction between the tip and the material changed the 
phase of the tip oscillation, yielding magnetic information. Figure reproduced from Bruker 
website52.  
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3.4 Photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) 
 
Figure 14 A typical set up of photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). After the sample is 
exposed to the X-ray, photoelectron will be extracted by high voltage into arrays of electron lens, 
after which a CCD camera will form an image based on the electron density. Figure reproduced 
from reference 53. 
The MFM system is a powerful system to measure the magnetization of static ASI systems. To 
study the real-time dynamic behavior of ASI, however, we use the synchrotron-based 
photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). Figure 14 shows a typical PEEM set up, which is 
mainly composed of two parts: an X-ray source and an electron lens system. We use synchrotron 
radiation at the Advanced Light Source in Lawrence Berkeley National Lab as the source of X-
ray 54 . We performed our measurement at the PEEM-3 station of beamline 11.0.1. For our 
measurements, we tuned the energy of the X-ray to the iron L-edge energy of 707 eV. When the 
incoming X-ray is absorbed by the sample, electrons in the core states are excited to a higher 
unoccupied energy state, creating empty holes. Auger processes facilitated by these core holes 
generate a cascade of secondary electrons, some of which escape into the vacuum. A high voltage 
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of 10 to 20 kV then extracted the electrons from the vacuum into the electron lens, after which an 
image was formed on the electron-sensitive CCD. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) can 
be used to resolve magnetic contrast of the material55. For transition metal ferromagnets, the L-
edge absorption intensity depends on the angle between the polarization of the circular polarized 
X-ray and the magnetization of the material. By taking a succession of PEEM images with 
alternating left and right polarized X-rays and then calculating the division of each corresponding 
pixel intensity from the two images at different polarizations, we generate an XMCD-PEEM image 
of artificial spin ice. As is shown in Figure 15b, black or white contrast indicates the sign of the 
projected components of the moments in the X-ray direction. In practice, to obtain good image 
quality, a batch of several images are taken for each polarization, the average of which is used to 
generate the XMCD image. 
 
Figure 15 (a) A typical PEEM image. The brightness represents the photoelectron density. (b) A 
typical XMCD image. The black and white contrast represents the projected component of 
manetization along the X-ray direction. The blurry streak in the middle is due to the loss of XMCD 
contrast when the islands are thermally active during the exposure.  
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While the XMCD images give clear information regarding the static magnetization direction for 
the ASI system, the method runs into trouble when the moments are fluctuating. Because one 
XMCD image comes from several images exposed in opposite polarizations, the contrast is lost 
when the islands are thermally-active between the exposure process, as is evident in Figure 15b. 
In order to achieve better time resolution so that we could investigate the kinetic behavior, we 
develop a procedure that can analyze the relative intensity of each exposure, thus giving the 
specific moment orientation of each exposure.  
 
Figure 16 The work flow of PEEM image analysis. (a) The raw PEEM intensity image. (b) Image 
after segmentation. The different islands are label with different colors. (c) The map of moments 
generated based on the relative PEEM intensity and polarization of exposure. 
The codes can be used to analyze any periodic decimated lattice, and we use one of the geometry 
to demonstrate the workflow. The raw PEEM intensity data is shown in Figure 16a. This image is 
obtained from a single X-ray exposure. After loading the raw data, morphological operation and 
image segmentation are used to separate the islands. Based on the image segmentation results, the 
code labels all the pixels to record which island they each corresponded to (Figure 16b) 56. To 
locate the islands in the image and generate structural data from the images, the user is asked to 
input the coordinates of the vertices at four corners, the number of rows, the number of columns 
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and the relative offset from a special vertex of the lattice. After that, the program will calculate the 
approximate location of every island with certain coordinate within the lattice. Searching within a 
pre-defined region from the location, the program will use the majority island label, if it exists, 
within that region as the label for that island. The average intensity is calculated for that island 
from every pixel with the same label, and this intensity will be stored as structured data along with 
its coordinate within the lattice.  
Even though the intensity values are different for different islands due to variance among the 
islands, the intensity of the same island only depends on the relative alignment between the 
moment and the X-ray polarization, which can be parallel or anti-parallel. As a result, assuming 
the majority of islands do not exhibit thermal fluctuation during a single exposure, the intensity of 
each island is a binary value. Using the K means clustering method57, we separate a time series of 
intensity values into two clusters: low intensity and high intensity. The length of this series is 
chosen depending on the kinetic speed and the long-term beam drift. This series should cover at 
least two consecutive periods of each X-ray polarization to ensure there is both low and high 
intensity within the series. On the other hand, the series cannot be too long as the X-ray intensity 
will drift over time, so the series should be short enough that the intensity drift is not mixing up 
the two values. The binary intensity values contain the relative alignment information between the 
moments and the X-ray polarizations. Since we program our X-ray polarization sequence, we 
know what the polarization is for each frame. Combining these two types of information, we can 
generate the moment orientations of every frame (Figure 16c). The codes and related documents 
are included in Appendix A. 
Because of the non-perturbing property and relatively fast image acquisition process, XMCD-
PEEM is ideal to study the dynamic behavior of ASI. The islands we fabricate for PEEM study 
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have a larger lateral dimension of 470 nm by 170 nm because of the spatial resolution limit of 
PEEM. Unlike MFM, there is no stray field to perturb the magnetization of the islands, so we can 
study the thermally active artificial spin ice without worrying about any external effects on the 
ASI.  
3.5 Vacuum annealer 
 
 
Figure 17 Thermal annealer. (a,b) Pictures of the annealer setup. The annealer sits on top of a 
copper frame. The filament is inserted into annealer from the bottom. The sample is mounted on 
the top surface of the annealer. A Type K therocouple is attached to the surface of the annealer. 
Finally a stainless steel cap is used to mitigate the radiation and ensure a uniform temperature 
profile. (c) The layout of the annealer. Note that we use a different mouting method for the 
thermocouple than the one in the layout. The thermal couple is mounted onto the surface of the 
heater through a high tempreature cement.  
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To perform controllable annealing, we assemble an in-house vacuum annealer with HeatWave Lab 
substrate heater and home-built stage, as shown in Figure 17. The annealer is somewhat user-
friendly. To use it, the Pelco High-Temperature Carbon Paste by Ted Pella Inc. is used to attach 
the sample to the surface. After drying in air for 2 hours, a turbo pump generates a vacuum of 
10−7 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑟. There are two pre-heat phases for the carbon paste: the sample is first heated to 93 °C, 
kept at that temperature for 2 hours, heated to 260 °C and kept at that temperature for another 2 
hours. This pre-heating phase was necessary for the carbon paste to dry in and form good thermal 
contact.  
After the pre-heat phases, the controller starts the programmed thermal cycle to realize any desired 
temperature profile. The heater controller is also connected to a computer, through which a Python 
program records and monitors the temperature and heater power (details and codes included in 
Appendix B. A typical temperature profile is shown in Figure 18. After the pre-heating phase, the 
sample is heated to the designated temperature at a regular rate of 10 °C/min. After soaking the 
sample in the maximum temperature, the system cools at a rate of 1 °C/min to the stopping 
temperature of 400 °C, which low enough that the island moments are thermally stable. 
 
Figure 18 A typical temperature profile recorded. (a) The temperature profile of one annealing 
run. (b) The power profile of the same annealing run.  
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3.6 Numerical simulation 
Even though the dipolar interaction given by Equation (3) can yield an approximate interaction 
between the islands, the islands are not exactly point-dipoles. To account for the shape effect, we 
use micromagnetic simulation to facilitate the interpretation of experimental results, specifically 
the Object Orientated MicroMagnetic Framework (OOMMF)58 maintained by NIST. The software 
uses the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation                                                                                               
 𝑑𝑴
𝑑𝑡
= −𝛾𝑴 × 𝑯𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝜆𝑴 × (𝑴 × 𝑯𝑒𝑓𝑓) 
(5) 
where 𝑴  represented the magnetization, 𝑯𝑒𝑓𝑓  represented the effective external field, 𝛾 
represented the gyromagnetic ratio while 𝜆 was the damping parameter. The simulated system is 
relaxed following this equation to find the stable state of the different island shapes and moment 
configurations. We use the typical parameters for permalloy as input to OOMMF59. We use a 
saturated magnetization of 8.6 × 105𝐴/𝑚 as well as an exchange constant of 1.3 × 10−11𝐽/𝑚. 
Since permalloy has a very small magnetocrystalline anisotropy, we set the anisotropy constant to 
be 0 𝐽/𝑚3. The damping parameter is set to be 0.5. Note that there is no temperature effect in the 
OOMMF simulation so all the simulation is conducted at 0 K.  
A typical use case of OOMMF is to calculate the interaction energy of a pair of islands, which is 
defined as the energy difference between the total energy when the pair of islands is in a favorable 
configuration versus an unfavorable configuration. In practice, we draw a pair of islands with 
desired shape and spacing, each of which is filled with different colors (Figure 19a). In the 
OOMMF configuration file, we specified the initial magnetization orientation of islands through 
the colors. Then we let the system evolve until the moments reached a stable state. The final total 
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energy difference between the favorable configuration (Figure 19b) and the unfavorable 
configuration (Figure 19c) is used as the interaction energy of this pair.  
 
Figure 19 An example of OOMMF usage. (a) The image with desired shape and spacing of the 
island pair. (b) The image showing the moment configuration of favorable pair interaction. (c) 
The image showing the moment configuration of unfavorable pair interaction.  
3.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we discuss the experimental methods, including fabrication, characterization as 
well as the numerical simulation tools used throughout the study of ASI. As we will see in the next 
few chapters, there are two ways to thermalize an ASI system: either by heating the sample above 
the Curie temperature or by thinning down the sample to lower its blocking temperature. MFM 
combined with the vacuum annealer is used to study ASI samples which remain stable at room 
temperature but become thermally active around Curie temperature. PEEM is used to study the 
thin ASI samples which have low blocking temperature and exhibit thermal activity at room 
temperature.  
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Chapter 4: Classical Topological Order in 
Artificial Spin Ice 
4.1 Introduction  
There has been much previous study of static artificial spin ice, such as investigation of geometric 
frustration in ground state and the final states after magnetic or thermal treatment37, 38, 39, 40, 32, 60. 
Starting from our understanding of the static state, there has been growing interest in real-space, 
real-time experimental measurements50, 51 of the thermally active artificial spin ice. By reducing 
the thickness of the nanomagnets, the blocking temperature is reduced so that ASI can fluctuate at 
accessible temperatures. The non-perturbing PEEM measurement makes it possible to measure the 
kinetic behaviors of these thermally active ASI. In this chapter, we will study a thermally active 
ASI system with a geometry that shows a disordered topological phase. This phase is described by 
an emergent dimer-cover model61  with excitations that can be characterized as topologically 
charged defects. Examination of the low-energy dynamics of the system confirms that these 
effective topological charges have long lifetimes associated with their topological protection, i.e., 
they can be created and annihilated only as charge pairs with opposite sign and are kinetically 
constrained. This manifestation of classical topological order 62 ,63 ,64 ,65 ,66 ,67  demonstrates that 
geometrical design in nanomagnetic systems can lead to emergent, topologically protected kinetics 
that are able to limit pathways to equilibration and ergodicity.  The work in this chapter has been 
published in reference 68. 
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4.2 Sample fabrication and measurements 
We experimentally studied artificial spin ice arrays made of permalloy (Ni81Fe19) with lateral 
dimensions of 170 nm x 470 nm. We used electron-beam lithography to write the patterns onto a 
bilayer resist above a silicon substrate. Various thicknesses of permalloy followed by 2 nm 
aluminum capping layers were deposited by molecular beam epitaxy with e-beam evaporation 
(permalloy was deposited at a rate of 0.5 A/s and aluminum at a rate of 0.2 A/s in ultra high vacuum 
of approximately 10−8𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑟). Samples with 2.5 nm to 2.8 nm of permalloy are thermally active 
within the accessible temperature range (100 K to 380 K) while the thermal activities are slow 
enough to be resolvable by photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) at the lower end of that 
temperature range. 
Data were taken at the PEEM 3 station of the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National 
Lab using X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD), which exploits the dependence of the x-
ray absorption on the relative direction of the sample magnetization and the circular polarization 
component of the x-rays. The incoming X-ray has a designated polarization sequence: beginning 
with two exposures by a right polarized beam, followed by another two exposures by a left 
polarized beam and repeat. The exposure time is set to be 0.5 s. Between exposures with the same 
polarization, the computer interface needed a 0.5 s gap time to read out the signal. Between 
exposures with different polarization, in addition to the computer read out time, the undulator also 
needs time to switch polarization, resulting in a gap time of about 6.5 s.  By converting the average 
PEEM intensities of different islands into binary data, then combining with the information about 
X-ray polarization, we can unambiguously resolve the moments of islands. 
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4.3 The Shakti lattice 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Shakti lattice geometry37, 38, 39, 40 (Figure 20) is a modification of 
the square ice lattice geometry in which selective moments are removed in order to introduce new 
2- and 3-vertex states into the system. In Figure 20e, we show the possible moment configurations 
at vertices and label them by the number of islands at each vertex (the coordination number, z) and 
by their relative energy hierarchy. The collective ground state is a configuration in which the z = 
2 and z = 4 vertices are all in their lowest energy state (i.e., Type I4 for the four-island vertices and 
Type I2 for the two-island vertices) while only half of the z = 3 vertices lie in their lowest energy 
state (Type I3). The other half lie in their first excited state (Type II3) and are distributed in a 
disordered fashion throughout the lattice37, 38, 39, 40. This behavior is associated with a new class of 
artificial spin ice geometries with magnetic states determined by “vertex frustration” 37, 69. Instead 
of frustrating the pair-wise interactions between moments as in regular spin ice, the geometry 
frustrates the allocation of vertex-configurations, i.e., not all vertices can be in their minumum 
energy states, and disorder comes from freedom in the allocation of the unavoidable “unhappy 
vertices”, forced into locally excited states37.  Crucially, the low-energy collective states of these 
vertex-frustrated systems can be described through the global allocation of the unhappy vertex 
states, rather than by the configuration of local moments. In this chapter, we show that excitations 
in this emergent description are topologically protected, and experimentally demonstrate classical 
topological order. 
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Figure 20. The Shakti lattice. (a) Scanning electron microscopy image showing the structure of 
the Shakti artificial spin ice lattice. (b) XMCD-PEEM image of the Shakti lattice. The black and 
white contrast indicates the sign of the projected component of an island's magnetization onto the 
incident X-ray direction 𝜀 , which is indicated by a yellow arrow. (c) The moment map that 
corresponds to the experimental PEEM image in Figure b. Each arrow along an island represents 
the magnetic moment orientation of the island. (d) The dimer cover lattice that is obtained by 
connecting the centers of neighboring constituent rectangles in the Shakti lattice.  (e) Vertices of 
coordination z = 4,3,2, with vertices for each z value listed in order of increasing energy; for Type 
II3, the unhappy vertices in this lattice, a blue line shows the selection of dimer location in the 
dimer lattice. Figure is from Reference 68.  
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4.4 Quenching the Shakti lattice 
We studied Shakti artificial spin ice arrays of permalloy (Ni81Fe19) islands with dimensions of 170 
nm × 470 nm × 2.5 nm and a 600-nm lattice constant for the underlying square lattice structure, as 
shown in Figure 20a. We used photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM)70,71 to image the island 
moments (Figure 20b-c) with each image including about 700 islands. The islands are thin enough 
that their blocking temperature is comparable to room temperature, and thermal energy can flip 
the moment of an island from one stable orientation to the other. By adjusting the measurement 
temperature, we can access a flip rate sufficiently slow to allow the PEEM technique to capture 
individual moment changes within the collective moment configuration. Note that the previous 
experimental study of Shakti artificial spin ice involved thermalization by heating above the Curie 
temperature of permalloy (~800 K)39 to reduce the ferromagnetic magnetization, followed by a 
slow cool down. In the present work, by contrast, the island moments flip without suppressing the 
ferromagnetism, as our studies are all conducted well below the Curie temperature, thus providing 
a robust vista in the kinetics of binary moments on this lattice.   
Our PEEM data were acquired as follows: we quenched the sample from 290 K to 220 K, recorded 
data at two different locations for 250 ± 30 seconds each, then repeated the measurements after 
cooling the samples at 2 K intervals until reaching 180 K. At temperatures above 220 K, the 
moment fluctuations were sufficiently fast that the PEEM technique could not capture the moment 
configuration due to the finite exposure time. At temperatures below 180 K, the moment 
configuration was essentially static in that we observed almost no fluctuations.   
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Figure 21. Excitations above the ground state (a) Map of the moments in Shakti artificial spin 
ice, with highlighted Type II4, Type III4, and Type II2 excitations. (b) Average moment flipping rate 
as a function of temperature both for the Shakti lattice and for a widely spaced (largely non-
interacting) square ice lattice. (c) Average lifetime of an excited vertex, during a data acquisition 
window of 250  30 seconds.  Note that the monopoles, Type III4, are particularly short-lived. The 
error bar is the standard error of all life times calculated from all vertices of the same type. (d) 
Excess of vertex population from the ground state population as a function of temperature after 
the thermal quench as described in the text. The error bar is the standard error calculated from 
six frames of exposure. Figure is from Reference 68. 
Our quenching method allowed us to come close to the collective Shakti artificial spin ice ground 
state, but with a sizable population of excitations corresponding to vertices, as defined in Figure 
20e, of Type II4, Type III4, and Type II2, as well as deviations of the ration of Type I3 and Type II3 
from their equal populations. A typical moment configuration is illustrated in Figure 21a. In Figure 
21d, we plot the deviation of vertex populations from their expected frequencies in the ground 
state and show that it appears to be almost temperature independent, and observations at fixed 
temperature show them to be also nearly time independent. Surprisingly, this remains the case at 
the highest temperature under study, where seventy percent of the moments show at least one 
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change in direction during the 250 second data acquisition. Individual excitations are observed 
with a finite lifetime as shown in Figure 21c, but the overall system does not further approach the 
ground state from the low-excited manifolds.  Some other evidence of the failure to reach the 
ground state is presented in the next section.  
By contrast, a square ice sample of the same lattice spacing as well as island size, and thus of equal 
coupling strength, remained in a fully ordered ground state at all temperatures (from 220 K to 180 
K with 2 K intervals) under the same conditions, suggesting that the geometry of the Shakti lattice 
prevents the moments from reaching the full, disordered ground state. Furthermore, we compared 
the flip rate with that in a square ice lattice with a large lattice constant of 1200 nm, which 
approximates uncoupled moments. We found that Shakti lattice had a lower rate of flipping and 
slowed down faster with decreasing temperature (Figure 21b). This further indicates that the longer 
lifetimes of certain excitations at lower temperature (Figure 21c) originate from the collective 
dynamics.  
4.5 Topological order mapping in Shakti lattice 
The failure of Shakti artificial spin ice to reach its disordered ground state after our thermalization 
process and the prolonged lifetime of its excitations while the system is thermally active both 
suggest the presence of a global topological order, in which excitations cannot be easily reabsorbed 
because they are topologically protected. In general, classical topological phases62, 63, 66 entail a 
locally disordered manifold that cannot be obviously characterized by local correlations, yet can 
be classified globally by a topologically non-trivial, emergent field whose topological defects 
represent excitations above the manifold. Then, because evolution within a topological manifold 
is not possible through local changes, but only via highly energetic collective changes of entire 
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loops, any realistic low-energy dynamics happens necessarily above the manifold, through 
creation, motion, and annihilation of opposite pairs of topological charges63, 64. Pyrochlore spin 
ices, for instance, are recognized as topological phases64, 65, 67 with effective magnetic monopoles 
(Type III4 on z = 4 vertices) that act as topological charges and remain frozen-in after quenches
72. 
However, effective monopoles in Shakti artificial spin ice (again, z = 4 vertices with moment 
configuration Type III4) are not topologically protected: they can be created and reabsorbed within 
the manifold by gaining or losing charge toward the nearby z = 3 vertices. Indeed, Figure 21c 
shows that, unlike in pyrochlore spin ice, these effective magnetic monopoles are transient states 
of even shorter lifetime than any other excitation. 
We now show that by mapping to a stringent topological structure, the kinetics behaviors are 
constrained by the topological charges, which can explain the difficulty in reaching the Shakti ice 
ground state in our experiments. We consider the Shakti lattice not in terms of moment structure 
but rather through disordered allocation of the unhappy vertices, those three-island vertices of 
Type II3. Previously
38, 39, we had shown how this approach to an emergent description of the 
ground state of Shakti ice in terms of a six-vertex Rys F-model at a fictitious temperature. Such 
mapping, however, cannot accommodate kinetics and excitations.  The low-energy dynamics of 
Shakti ice can, however, be mapped into another well-known model, the topologically protected 
dimer-cover, and that excitations in this emergent description are topologically protected, and 
subjected to a non-trivial kinetics, which explains their large lifetime and failure in to equilibrate.   
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Figure 22. The dimer model. (a) Disordered moment ensemble for the ground state of Shakti 
artificial spin ice manifold: all z = 2 and z = 4 vertices are in the lowest energy configurations 
(Type I4, Type I2), however only half of the z = 3 vertices are in the lowest energy (Type I3) 
configuration, and the other half are excited unhappy vertices (Type II3). (b) Each unhappy vertex, 
indicated by an open circle, can be represented as a dimer (blue segment) connecting two 
rectangles, making the ground state equivalent to the decoration of a complete dimer-cover lattice 
(orange lines) with vertices (orange dots) in the centers of the Shakti lattice rectangles. (c) The 
dimer cover without the underlying Shakti lattice is composed of squares and rhombuses and is 
topologically equivalent to a square lattice.  (d) The equivalent square lattice, also showing the 
emergent vector field,  ?⃗? , perpendicular to the edges.  The field ?⃗?  has magnitude 1 (3) if the edge 
is unoccupied (occupied) by a dimer, and direction entering (exiting) a gray square along 135°, 
and exiting (entering) it along 45°. (e) Sample experimental data showing moment configurations 
with excitations above the ground state of Shakti artificial spin ice.  Red and blue dots denote the 
locations of the excitations. (f, g) The corresponding emergent dimer cover representation. Note 
that excitations over the ground state correspond to any cover lattice vertices with dimer 
occupation other than one. (h) A topological charge can be assigned to each excitation by taking 
the circulation of the emergent vector field around any topologically equivalent anti-clockwise 
loop 𝛾 (dashed green path) encircling them (𝑄 =
1
4
∮
𝛾
?⃗? ∙ 𝑑𝑙 ). Figure is from Reference 68. 
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We begin by noting that each unhappy vertex is located between three constituent rectangles of 
the lattice. The lowest energy configuration can be parameterized as two of those neighboring 
rectangles being “dimerized” by a single unhappy vertex between them, along the direction that 
separates the pair of islands that are in an unfavorable alignment (Figure 20e and Figure 22a). To 
visualize this construct, we draw a “dimer cover” lattice over the Shakti lattice, as shown in Figure 
20d and Figure 22b, where this dimer cover lattice is simply the connection of “cover vertices” 
placed at the centers of all the Shakti lattice’s constituent rectangles. This lattice is a bipartite 
square lattice (Figure 22c, d) and the ground state moment configuration of the Shakti artificial 
spin ice is equivalent to a “complete cover”, a dimer state for which every cover vertex is touched 
by only one dimer, a celebrated model that can be solved exactly61. 
To this picture, one can add the main ingredient of topological protection, a discrete, emergent 
vector field ?⃗?  perpendicular to each edge. The signs and magnitudes of the vector fields ?⃗?  are 
assigned based on the rule described in Figure 22d (there are other standard and equivalent ways, 
in the context of the height formalism, see Reference 63 and references therein). Its line integral, 
∫
𝛾
?⃗? ∙ dl  along a directed line γ crossing the edges, is the sum of the vector along the line with its 
sign taken along the line’s direction. With the rules defined above, the emergent field is irrotational 
(∮
𝛾
?⃗? ∙ dl = 0) for a complete cover, and ?⃗?  is the gradient of a single valued function, generally 
called height function, which labels the disorder and provides topological protection, as only 
collective moment flips of entire loops can maintain irrotationality of the field. As those are highly 
unlikely, the kinetics proceeds via low-energy excitations above the manifold. Figure 22e-h 
demonstrate that moment excitations over the Shakti ice manifold are defects of the complete 
dimer cover corresponding either to multiple occupancies or to “monomers”, that is undimerized 
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vertices of the cover lattice. With such excitations, the emergent vector field ?⃗?  becomes rotational, 
and its circulation around any topologically equivalent loop encircling a defect defines the 
topological charge of the defect as 𝑄 =
1
4
∮
𝛾
?⃗? ∙ dl  (Figure 22h), where the ¼ is simply a 
normalization factor. 
4.6 Topological defect and the kinetic effect 
With the above mapping, we have described our system in terms of a topological phase, i.e., a 
disordered system, described by the degenerate configurations of an emergent field, whose 
excitations are topological charges for the field. Indeed, a detailed analysis of the measured 
fluctuations of the moments (see next section for more details) shows that the topological charges 
are conserved in the low-energy dynamics, in which only two transitions are allowed (Figure 23): 
T1 corresponds to the creation (annihilation) of two opposite charges through the pivoting of a 
dimer; T2 corresponds to the coalescence (fractionalization) of two equal charges onto one with 
twice the magnitude via the annihilation (creation) of two nearby dimers.  
 
Figure 23. Topological charge transitions. Moment configurations showing the two low-energy 
transitions, both of which preserve topological charge and which have the same energy. The red 
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Figure 23 (cont.) arrows indicate the two moments that change orientation. T1 represents the 
creation of two opposite charges.  T2 represents the coalescence of two charges of the same sign. 
Figure is from Reference 68. 
Further evidence of the appropriate nature of the topological description is given in Figure 24. 
Figure 24a shows the conservation of topological charge as a function of time at a temperature of 
200 K, with fluctuations of the net charge, typically of the order of 5% of the charge, due to charges 
entering and exiting the limited viewing area. Our measured value of the topological charges does 
not depend on temperature in the range of 220 K to 180 K as is shown in Figure 24b. Figure 24c 
shows the lifetime of the topological charges, which is, as expect, considerably longer than that of 
the monopole excitations (Type III4) shown in Figure 21, illuminating the otherwise 
counterintuitive data for the excitation lifetimes of Figure 21c. Indeed, while monopole excitations 
(Type III4) are not associated with any topological charge and thus have short lifetimes, excitations 
of Type II4 and Type II2 are demonstrably linked to our topological charges (Figure 22a and Figure 
22 and Section 3), and are thus long-lived. Note that our images are taken sufficiently far from the 
edges of the samples that we do not expect edge effects to be significant. We repeated a similar 
quenching process in another sample. While the absolute value of topological charges and range 
of thermal activity is different due to sample variation (i.e., slight variations in island shape and 
film thickness between samples), the stability of charges is reproducible. 
The above results demonstrate that the Shakti ice manifold is a topological phase that is best 
described via the kinetics of excitations among the dimers, where topological charge is conserved. 
This picture is emergent, and not at all obvious from the original moment structure. Charged 
excitations can only disappear in pairs, yet their kinetics is limited to only two transitions as 
described above, preventing Brownian diffusion/annihilation of charges73 and equilibration into 
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the collective ground state. This explains the experimentally observed persistent distance from the 
ground state and the long lifetime of excitations. Furthermore, we note, the conservation of local 
topological charge implies that the phase space is partitioned in kinetically separated sectors of 
different net charge. Thus, at low temperature, the system is described by a kinetically constrained 
model that limits the exploration of the full phase space through weak ergodicity breaking, which 
is expected in the low energy kinetics of topologically ordered phases. 61, 62 
 
Figure 24. Stability of topological charges (a) The time evolution of the net topological charge at 
T = 200 K. (b) The averaged positive, negative and net topological charges at different 
temperatures calculated from the first six frames of the exposure during the quenching process. 
The error bar is the standard deviation of values calculated from six frames of exposure. (c) The 
average lifetime (during data acquisition of 250  30 seconds) of topological charges as a function 
of temperature. The error bar is the standard error of all life times calculated from all vertices of 
the same type. Figure is from Reference 68. 
4.7 Slow thermal annealing  
In addition to the quenching data, we also performed a slow annealing treatment of another sample 
of Shakti artificial spin ice. The sample we used for this annealing study had a permalloy thickness 
of 2.8 nm. We started from a temperature of 380 K and cooled the sample down to 310 K with a 
rate of 1 K/minute. Images of a single location were captured during the annealing process.  
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Figure 25 shows the results of the annealing study. As the temperature decreased, the vertex 
population evolved towards the ground state vertex population. The number of topological charges 
of opposite sign also decreased as the sample cooled down. Note that the net charge remained zero 
during the annealing process. Although annealing brought the system closer to the ground state 
than our quenching does, some defects persisted, as indicated by the excess of vertices, especially 
in the z = 2 vertices. This out-of-equilibrium behavior is further evidence that the system is globally 
constrained by its topological nature. 
 
Figure 25  Experimental annealing result (note that these data were taken on a different sample 
than those described in previous section, with a different temperature regime of thermal activity). 
(a, b) Excess vertex population from the ground state population as a function of temperature 
during the thermal annealing. (c) The value of topological charges as a function of temperature. 
Figure is from Reference 68. 
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4.8 Kinetics analysis 
The fact that Shakti low energy manifolds cannot be explored “from within” simply by consecutive, 
single moment flips can be understood in terms of the individual moments. Considering a ground 
state configuration, imagine flipping any moment that impinges on an unhappy vertex.  Each 
vertex of coordination z = 3 is surrounded by 2 vertices of coordination z = 4 and one of 
coordination z = 2. The flip will therefore either induce an excitation on the z = 4 vertex or else on 
the z = 2 vertex.  
Let us separate all the moments of the system into those that impinge on a z = 4 vertex, and those 
that impinge on a z = 2 vertex. For simplicity, we will focus our discussion on the first group (the 
same considerations easily extend to the second). Clearly, as stated above, any kinetics over the 
low energy manifold for this set of moments is then associated with the excitation of a Type III4, 
known in different geometries as a magnetic monopole due to the effective magnetic charge. As 
monopoles are not topologically protected in this case, this high-energy state soon decays, as 
shown in Figure 21. Its decay leads either back into the low energy manifold, or else into a local 
configuration that can be described as a defect of the dimer cover model.  
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Figure 26 (a) Consider a six-island cluster and the four possible low-energy single moment 
flipping (SMF) transitions involving a generic moment impinging on a z = 4 vertex (lefthand 
frame). The righthand frame shows the fraction of recorded transitions corresponding to 𝑆𝑀𝐹1…4 
versus temperature; as the temperature decreases the kinetics reduces to the 𝑆𝑀𝐹1…4 transitions. 
The error bar is the standard error calculated from all transitions within the acquisition window. 
Note that this figure shows transitions between successive experimental images, and the time 
between images may include multiple moment flips (b) As shown in the schematics, we use network 
diagrams to show the SMF transition mentioned above. Each red dot represents the state of the 
cluster labeled by specific vertices types of both z = 4 and z = 3 with the color transparency 
representing the number of visits to that state. Each edge between the dots represents the observed 
transition with color transparency representing the number of transition. Green lines represent 
the 𝑆𝑀𝐹1…4 transitions. Red lines represent transitions involving multiple moment flips, due to the 
kinetics being faster than the acquisition time at high temperature. Blue lines involve single 
moment transitions other than 𝑆𝑀𝐹1…4. Transitions 𝑆𝑀𝐹1…4 dominate at low temperature. Figure 
is from Reference 68. 
Each moment that does not impinge on a z = 2 vertex can be represented as the red moment in the 
six-moment cluster of Figure 26a legend. Then the vertices that the cluster contains can label the 
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cluster. From analysis of the moment structure, one sees that out of the many possible single 
moment flip (SMF) transitions, the following have the lowest activation energy: 
𝑆𝑀𝐹1
± = [𝐼𝐼3 + 𝐼4 ⇌ 𝐼3 + 𝐼𝐼4] of activation energy Δ𝐸
+ = 2𝜀⊥ and Δ𝐸
− = 0 
𝑆𝑀𝐹2
± = [𝐼3 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼4 ⇌ 𝐼𝐼3 + 𝐼𝐼4] of activation energy Δ𝐸
+ = 0 and Δ𝐸− = 2𝜀⊥ + 4𝜀∥ > 0 
𝑆𝑀𝐹3
± = [𝐼3 + 𝐼𝐼4 ⇌ 𝐼𝐼3 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼4] of activation energy Δ𝐸
+ = 2𝜀⊥ and Δ𝐸
− = 0 
where the superscripts +,− denote the right vs. left direction of the transition, where 𝜀∥  and 𝜀⊥ 
are the coupling constants between collinear and perpendicular neighboring moments, as defined 
in Figure 27. 
 
Figure 27 Visual representation of the interaction terms involving 𝜺∥  and 𝜺⊥ . The energies 
remain invariant under a flip of all spin directions. Figure reproduced from Reference 68. 
Figure 26a confirms experimentally that at low temperature the entire kinetics reduce to these 
transitions. Indeed, their corresponding relative rates sum to 1 as temperature is reduced, validating 
our kinetic model. A network of transitions diagram also shows that at low temperature only the 
listed single moment transition survives. We include in the figure also a fourth transition 𝑆𝑀𝐹4, of 
activation energy Δ𝐸+ = 2𝜀⊥. Such a transition can only go back and forth, rather than being 
combined with others to produce transitions within the dimer cover model. 
From the spin structure, these single spin flips transitions can be combined into only two  
transitions within the dimer cover model, as shown in Figure 26a: 𝑇1
+ = 𝑆𝑀𝐹1
+ + 𝑆𝑀𝐹2
− (whose 
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inverse is 𝑇1
− = 𝑆𝑀𝐹2
+ + 𝑆𝑀𝐹1
−) corresponds to the creation (or else annihilation) of two opposite 
charges; 𝑇2
+ = 𝑆𝑀𝐹3
+ + 𝑆𝑀𝐹1
−  ( 𝑇2
− = 𝑆𝑀𝐹1
+ + 𝑆𝑀𝐹3
− ) corresponds to the coalescence 
(fractionalization) of two equal charges of intensity 1 onto one of intensity 2.  
 
Figure 28 A parallel dimer flip.  This set of transitions is an evolution of the moments that starts 
in the ground state and falls back into the ground state through the kinetically activated flip of 
parallel dimers via creation and annihilation of a charge pair. The dimer flip takes places as two 
consecutive dimers pivoting, which we label transition T1. At the bottom we plot the energetics at 
each stage, computed at the nearest neighbor approximation, and where 𝜀∥   and 𝜀⊥  are the 
coupling constants between collinear and perpendicular neighboring moments. Figure is from 
Reference 68. 
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Figure 29 (a) Isolated net topological charges cannot annihilate, yet they can travel: here we show 
a moment map for two single charges traveling to a neighboring square. (b) While Figure 28 
showed creation and annihilation of pairs of single charged defects via a T1 transition, pairs of 
double charged defects can also annihilate, as shown here, by fractionalizing first into single 
charges: here a pair of +2, -2 charges  decomposes into +2, -1, -1 charges, then +1, -1 and finally 
0; as we can see, the process for annihilation of a double charged pair entails a considerably 
larger minimal number of correct single moment moves (4 moves) than the annihilation of a single 
charged pair (1 move at minimum, if the move is allowed). Not surprisingly, double charges have 
considerably longer lifetimes than single charges. Figure is from Reference 68. 
While the transition 𝑇2 always takes place above the ground state, transition 𝑇1 can start or end in 
the ground state. And indeed, compositions of the same transition can bring the system back into 
the ground state, for instance as in the "dimer flip" in Figure 28. However, once 𝑇1 has led the local 
moment map out of the ground state, many more other transitions, of equal activation energy, can 
lead further away from the ground state.  
These dimer transitions pertain to the “grey squares” of the Figure 22 schematics, that is squares 
containing z = 4 vertices. A similar analysis can be done for white squares, that is containing z = 2 
vertices, and readily leads to a 𝑇1 transition, which has lower activation energy Δ𝐸 = 2𝜀∥. However, 
a 𝑇2 transition is impossible for those squares, as it would involve the creation of a Type II3 (as the 
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reader can verify readily by sketching moment maps of the type shown in Figure 28 and Figure 
29) which is suppressed at low temperature because of its high energy.  
Given these transitions, the reader would be mistaken to think that topological charges can simply 
diffuse. Indeed, the transitions are further constrained by the nearby configurations: 
1- Each constituent rectangle of the Shakti lattice is frustrated and must include an odd number of 
excited vertices in the ground state. When it is dimerized twice or not at all (corresponding to 
topological charges 𝑞 = ±1) it must therefore also include a Type II4 or Type II2 excitation. The 
presence of these excitations dictates the directions in which the transitions can progress.  
2- While dimers can pivot in any direction within a grey square, they can only pivot in one direction 
within a white square. Indeed the pivoting of a dimer in a grey (resp. white) square is associated 
with the creation of a Type II4 (resp. Type II2) vertex. While the former can be made in 4 ways, 
the latter only in two, leading to the constraint. 
Point 1, incidentally, also explains the long lifetime of Type II4 and Type II2 excitations, reported 
in text: unlike the short-lived Type III4 magnetic monopole excitations, Type II4 and Type II2 
excitations are associated with topologically protected charges.  
These constraints add to the already non-trivial kinetics of topological charges. As mentioned in 
the text, charges cannot be reabsorbed into the manifold, though they can travel (Figure 29a) to 
find a proper, opposite charge to annihilate with (Figure 29b). Yet, as we saw, their motion can be 
impeded by the surrounding configurations. Moreover, topological charges can jam locally, when 
the surrounding configurations are such as to prevent any transition, even forming large clusters 
of jammed charges where kinetics can only happen at the interface of the cluster, by erosion. For 
instance, one can build an arbitrarily large, locally jammed cluster by placing all the vertices in 
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their ground state, but those of coordination z = 2 in a Type II2 excitation. Such a cluster cannot 
be unjammed from within with the transitions allowed at low energy, but can be eroded at the 
boundaries.   
4.9 Conclusion 
The Shakti lattice thus provides a designable, fully characterizable artificial realization of an 
emergent, kinetically constrained, topological phase, allowing for future explorations of memory-
dependent dynamics, aging, and rejuvenation. More generally, artificial spin ice systems offer 
innumerable other topologically constraining geometries in which to further explore such phases, 
and which can be compared with other exotic but non-topological phases, such as tetris ice40.  
Perhaps more importantly, they can likely be used as models of frustration-by-design through 
which to explore similar topological phenomenology in superconductors and other electronic 
systems. This could be accomplished either by templating with magnetic materials in proximity or 
through constructing vertex-frustrated structures from those electronic systems, and one can easily 
anticipate that unusual quantum effects could become relevant with the likelihood of further 
emergent phenomena.   
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Chapter 5: Detailed Annealing Study of 
Artificial Spin Ice 
5.1 Introduction 
As mentioned earlier, the energy of an ASI system is approximately determined by the energy of 
all the vertices where the islands meet. While each vertex of artificial spin ice has a unique ground 
state known as the Type I vertex, there are also low-lying degenerate first excited states that are 
known as Type II vertices. The ground state and the first excited states are so close that the early 
demagnetization method fails to capture the difference, leading to a collective configuration of the 
moments that is well above the ground state23.  
A recent development of thermal annealing makes it possible to thermalize the system to have 
large ground state domains30. Realization of ground state regions makes the original square lattice 
have ordered moments in large domains, but there are many other geometries with frustration for 
which annealing has not led to an ordered state or to the ground state74, 75, 76. Improvement of 
thermal annealing techniques will help bring those frustrated systems to their frustrated ground 
state. Furthermore, there has yet to be a detailed study of the mechanism and possible influential 
factors of thermal annealing of ASI. We conducted a detailed study of thermal annealing on a 
square lattice. In this chapter, we study different factors that can influence the thermalization and 
propose a kinetic mechanism of annealing such systems. 
5.2 Comparison of two annealing setups 
In order to perform thermal treatment on the samples, we tried two different approaches. The first 
setup employed a Thermo Scientific Lindberg tube furnace and the other setup used an in-house 
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vacuum chamber assembled with a substrate heating stage. The schematic plots are shown in 
Figure 30 (a) and (b), respectively. The tube furnace has a low vacuum environment of 10−2 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟 
while the substrate heater has a better vacuum environment of 10−6 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟. The square artificial 
spin ice samples we used for testing are fabricated on a silicon wafer with a 200 nm layer of Si3N4 
deposited by LPCVD. The nanoislands are composed of different thicknesses of permalloy 
(Fe19Ni81) and a 3 nm Al capping layer that prevents oxidation. Following the geometry used in 
previous studies, each island has a stadium shape with lateral dimension of 220 nm by 80 nm23, 30.  
 
Figure 30 Annealing Setups. (a) Layout of the tube furnace. (b) Layout of the bottom substrate 
annealer. 
Using the tube furnace, we performed a typical annealing temperature profile, but failed to obtain 
good annealing results. After ramping up using a standard ramping rate of 10 ℃/𝑚𝑖𝑛 , the 
temperature stayed at different designated maximum temperatures for 5 minutes. The temperature 
ramped down with a ramping rate of 1 ℃/𝑚𝑖𝑛 after that. After this annealing process, two types 
of lateral diffusion problems were observed depending on the maximum temperature. The 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) results of the islands are shown in Figure 31. The first type 
of damaged structures is shown in Figure 31 (a) and (b). After annealing, we found that the islands 
were surrounded by a ring of small particles. When the annealing was done with a higher maximum 
temperature, the structures after the treatment were shown as Figure 31 (c) and (d). The islands 
showed signs of internally broken structures. Different temperature profiles were also tested but 
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no sign of improvement was observed. Lowering the target temperature did not help either, the 
sample was either not thermalized or broken after the annealing even at the same temperature, 
indicating there is very large variance in temperature control. This is probably because the 
thermometry for the system is not in close contact with the substrate, but it could also reflect 
differential heating between the substrate and the nanoislands associated with heat transport 
through convection and radiation in the tube furnace. 
 
Figure 31 Lateral diffusion after annealing with tube furnace. Frames (a) and (b) are the 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images after annealing with maximum temperature of 500 
℃. Frames (c) and (d) are SEM images after annealing with maximum temperature of 510 ℃. 
The other approach we adopted was to use an altered commercial bottom substrate heater as shown 
in Figure 17 and Figure 30b. The base vacuum was approximately 10−7 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑟 maintained by a 
turbo pump. This was a bottom heater with filament entering from the bottom which enabled us to 
reach temperatures up to 700 °C.  
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The original thermocouple entered from the bottom of the stage. We mechanically fixed the bottom 
of the thermocouple, but this method appeared to result in poor thermal contact between the 
thermocouple and the heater. Instead we installed the thermocouple at the top of the heater and 
used silver paint to facilitate the thermal conductivity. We found that the silver paint continues to 
evaporate over time during the heating process, leading to unstable temperature control. We 
eventually used Omega® CC High Temperature Cement by Omega to fix the thermocouple, which 
avoided this issue. The cement is a good electrical insulator and thermal conductor. The cement 
has proven to be stable upon different annealing cycles and provides good thermal conductivity 
between the thermocouple and the heater surface. Finally, a cap was installed over the sample to 
help ensure thermalization. For more details about the usage of vacuum annealer, please refer to 
Section 3.5.  
5.3 Shape effect in annealing procedure 
We fabricated samples, each of which was composed of arrays of different spacing and lateral 
dimensions. We used five different lateral dimensions of stadium-shaped islands: 160 nm by 60 
nm, 220 nm by 60 nm, 240 nm by 60 nm, 220 nm by 80 nm, as well as 240 nm by 80 nm. We used 
OOMMF58 to calculate the nearest neighbor interaction based on the spacing and island shapes to 
normalize the interaction crossing different arrays. For the rest of the chapter, we will use the 
normalized interaction energy to represent the effect of island spacing.  
All samples are polarized along the diagonal direction so that they have the same initial states. We 
first studied the shape effect by annealing a set of arrays, all with 20-nm thickness, and all on the 
same substrate chip. The sequence of temperatures we used was as follows: After two pre-heating 
phases at 93 °C and 260 °C discussed in Chapter 3, the sample was heated to 510 °C at a rate of 
10°C /min, stayed at 510 °C for 10 min and cooled down with a 1 °C /min rate. After annealing, 
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MFM images were taken at two different locations of each array, which were further analyzed. We 
extracted the Type I vertex population23 as a characteristic measure of thermalization level. More 
details of this choice of metric are described in the last section. Figure 3a displayed our results and 
showed a clear shape dependence. We used OOMMF to calculate the demagnetization energy, and 
thus the demagnetization energy density of different shapes. The islands with larger 
demagnetization energy density tended to thermalize better than the ones with smaller 
demagnetization energy density at the same interaction energy level. The shape that resulted in the 
best thermalization is the most rounded one, i.e., the one with the lowest aspect ratio and highest 
demagnetization factor, with 160 nm by 60 nm lateral dimension.  
We then investigated the thickness effect on the thermalization. Three samples with thicknesses of 
15 nm, 20 nm, and 25 nm were annealed under the same temperature profile. The Type I vertex 
population was plotted as a function of interaction energy for different thicknesses in Figure 32b. 
For a fixed lateral dimension, the thermalization level increases with decreasing thickness after 
annealing. As thickness decreases, the thermalization level becomes more and more sensitive to 
the interaction energy. We also calculated the demagnetization energy density for different 
thickness and found that a lower demagnetization energy density results in better thermalization. 
A possible explanation of this discrepancy is that the Curie temperature in permalloy thin films 
decreases with decreasing thickness. Since our experiments were conducted with the same 
maximum temperature, the relative distances to their respective Curie temperature are different, 
resulting in an effect that dominates over the demagnetization effect.  At the time of this writing, 
we are attempting to measure the Curie temperature for different thickness films. 
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Shape demagnetization energy/J total energy/J volumn/m-3 demag 
energy/volumn 
60x160x20 6.45E-18 6.57E-18 1.74E-22 3.70E+04 
60x220x20 6.66E-18 6.78E-18 2.46E-22 2.70E+04 
60x240x20 6.71E-18 6.8275E-18 2.70E-22 2.48E+04 
80x220x20 9.61E-18 9.81E-18 3.22E-22 2.99E+04 
80x240x20 9.69E-18 9.90E-18 3.54E-22 2.74E+04 
 
Figure 32 Shape and thickness dependence. (a). The thermalization level of different shapes. 
Interaction energy is calculated as the energy difference between favorable and unfavorable 
alignment for a pair of nearest neighbor islands. The sample was heated to 510 °C with 10 
minutes’ dwell time. With magnetization along the easy axis, the demagnetization energy densities 
of different islands are shown in the legend. (b). The thermalization level of samples with different 
thickness. The sample was heated to 510 °C with 10 minutes’ dwell time. With magnetization along 
the easy axis, the demagnetization energy densities of different islands are shown in the legend. 
The error bar represents the standard deviation of data in two locations. The table below is the 
simulation result from OOMMF.  
5.4 Temperature profile effect on annealing procedure 
To investigate the effect of dwell time at a fixed maximum temperature, we heated a 25 nm sample 
up to 510 °C for different duration. The result was shown as Figure 33 a. For one set of experiments 
in Figure 33a, three repeated experiments were done on each dwell time to measure variance 
among different runs. We measure the annealing dwell time dependence but do not observe any 
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significant effect within the variation of the setup. We found that one-minute dwell time results in 
worst thermalization and large variance, which might come from not being able to reach thermal 
equilibrium.   
Next, we studied how the maximum annealing temperature affected thermalization. The same 
sample was heated to different maximum temperature with 10 minutes dwell time. The results are 
shown in Figure 33b. The system remained mostly polarized with a maximum temperature of 
around 505 °C. The system becomes thermalized with higher maximum temperature and the 
thermalization plateau around 520 °C. Note that the variance of the result is relatively large at the 
intermediate temperature.  
 
 
Figure 33 Temperature profile dependence. All the data are taken within lattices of the same 
shape of island (160 nm by 60 nm by 25 nm) and the same spacing (180 nm). (a) The scattering 
plot of Type I population as a function of dwell time. Thermalization level does not change with 
dwell time at different maximum temperature. Each experiment are run several times. For each 
experimental run, data are taken at two different locations. (b) The thermalization level increases 
with maximum temperature and levels off around 515 °C. For each run, data are taken at two 
different locations and the error bar represents the standard deviation of the data points. 
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In the end, we performed an annealing using the optimized protocol by taking advantage of our 
finding. Using an array with an island shape of 160 nm by 60 nm by 15 nm and a spacing of 180 
nm, we heat the sample to 510 °C with a dwell time of 10 minutes, we have been able to get an 
almost complete ground state of the lattice. The MFM image result is shown in Figure 34 along 
with an MFM image obtained using a previously standard island shape of 220 nm by 80 nm by 25 
nm30. Using the thinner and rounder islands, the lattice is better thermalized, but the MFM contrast 
is relatively worst.  
 
Figure 34 MFM image of large ground state after thermalization. (a) MFM image of good 
thermalization using thinner and rounder islands. (b) MFM image of thermalization using the 
standard shape. Obvious domain wall can be seen indicating incomplete thermalization. 
5.5 Analysis of thermalization metrics  
In the analysis above, we use the Type I vertex population as a metric to characterize the level of 
thermalization. What about the other vertex populations? One way we can aggregate the different 
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vertex populations into one metric is to use the OOMMF simulated vertex energy as weight. This 
method, while straightforward, is problematic. First of all, the metric does not necessarily have the 
same range with different vertex energies so it is not comparable between different lattices. Even 
though we normalize the energy base on the energy, the metric cannot always be the same when 
lattices with different shapes show the same fraction of vertices. Our goal is to find a metric that 
is comparable between different conditions and a good representation of the geometrical properties 
of the lattice. The populations of different vertices is such a metric, and there are different vertex 
populations for a single image. Since there are four different vertex types, we wanted to see how 
many degrees of freedom are represented by those different vertex populations. Figure 35 shows 
the pair-wise scattering plot of different vertex populations. Each point represents one data point 
with different array conditions. The conditions that vary include shape, spacing, and sample used. 
There is a very strong anti-correlation between the Type I and Type II vertex populations as well 
as between the Type I and Type III vertex populations. The slope between Type I and Type II is 
about 2 and the slope between Type I and Type III is about 2.5. While there is no clear correlation 
between the Type IV vertex population and other vertex populations, Type IV vertex population 
remains zero most of the time. As a result, we conclude that the Type I vertex population is 
probably the best metric with which to characterize the thermalization level of the system, since 
the others depend on the Type I population directly.  
We also look at the pairwise scattering plot of different maximum annealing temperatures, shown 
in Figure 36. While there is still a generally good correlation, it is less so at lower temperatures 
like 505 °C. This means that when the system is well thermalized, the vertex population 
distribution has a larger variance, and the Type I population does not fully capture the Type II and 
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Type III behaviors. Fortunately, we are most interested in states that are close to the ground state, 
so this is not a serious concern. 
 
Figure 35 Pairwise scattering plots of vertex population with different shapes. The off-diagonal 
plots are the joint distributions and the diagonal plots are the marginal distributions. The 
regression line is shown and the translucent bands show the 95% confidence interval by bootstrap 
sampling. The sample was heated to 510 °C with 10 minutes’ dwell time. Each data point 
represents one combination of island shape and spacing. The data from two different chips are 
used to test the consistency between different samples. While different shapes and spacing changes 
the vertex population distribution, both Type II and Type III vertices populations are anti-
correlated with Type I vertex population. There are very few Type IV vertex so we can choose to 
ignore it for our analysis.  
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Figure 36 Pairwise scattering plots of vertex population with different temperature profiles. The 
off-diagonal plots are the joint distributions and the diagonal plots are the marginal distributions. 
Each data point represents one combination of maximum temperature and dwell time. Different 
colors represent different maximum temperatures. Notice that the correlation is very strong at 
high temperature. When the temperature is too low, there are more Type II vertices since some of 
the islands have not started thermal fluctuation yet.  
5.6 Annealing mechanism 
Before concluding this chapter, I discuss the possible mechanism behind the annealing based on 
results we have. As temperature is raised toward the Curie temperature, the moment magnetization 
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is reduced. The reduced magnetization results in a lower shape anisotropy because shape 
anisotropy is proportional to the dipolar interaction77. A lower shape anisotropy means a lower 
energy barrier for the islands to flip under thermal fluctuation. Before reaching the Curie 
temperature, there must be a temperature at which the islands are fluctuating on a time scale that 
matches the experiment. We call this temperature right below the Curie temperature the blocking 
temperature. Considering the relatively low temperature where we perform our study comparing 
with the previous work30, we speculate the samples are heated above the blocking temperature but 
below the Curie temperature.  
While the islands are thermally active, different shape anisotropy clearly plays a role in the 
thermalization process. With magnetization along the easy axis, a higher demagnetization energy 
density indicates a lower shape anisotropy78. Our results for different island shapes verify that a 
lower shape anisotropy leads to better thermalization given the same thermal treatment.  
Our results that different maximum annealing temperatures lead to different thermalization can be 
explained by three possible candidate mechanisms. The first one is that they have are fluctuating 
at a different rate so samples annealed at a lower annealing temperature might not be in 
equilibrium. This mechanism is not likely to be the case given that we do not observe any dwell 
time dependence, i.e. if the system starts to fluctuate it does so at a rate much faster than the 
experimental time scale. The second mechanism is that the system is in equilibrium at the 
maximum temperature, but the equilibrium state of the system annealed with a lower annealing 
temperature is separated by a high energy barrier from the ground state51. The third possible 
mechanism is explained by the disorder in the islands. The islands start to fluctuate at different 
temperatures due to fabrication disorder. There is not enough evidence to discriminate between 
the second and the third mechanisms yet.  
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5.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we discuss the different factors that changes the thermalization process of square 
artificial spin ice. We found that the thermalization effect depends on the demagnetization energy 
density or shape anisotropy of the islands. We also found that the thermalization changes as we 
use different maximum temperatures. In addition to the insights as how to improve thermalization, 
we discuss the possible underlying mechanisms in light of the evidence that we gather. For future 
study, a more well-controlled and consistent thermometry with high precision will be useful to 
investigate the dwell time dependence. SEM images can also be used to understand the effect of 
disorder in the process. Annealing with an external magnetic field will also be an interesting 
direction as it will shed light on the annealing mechanism and possibly lead to other interesting 
phenomena.  
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Chapter 6: Kinetic Pathway of Vertex-
frustrated Artificial Spin Ice 
6.1 Introduction 
While the low energy kinetic pathway of Shakti lattice is mostly restricted by the presence of 
topological order as described in a previous chapter, some other vertex-frustrated artificial spin ice 
systems have relatively less complicated low energy landscapes. We can study their transitions 
within the ground state manifold and the related kinetic behaviors. In this chapter, we will explore 
two of these artificial spin ice systems: the tetris lattice and the Santa Fe lattice. 
6.2 Tetris lattice kinetics 
The tetris lattice has been reported to have reduced dimensionality effect40. As is shown in Figure 
10, upon lowering the temperature, the backbone moments become static so that the only parts that 
are thermally active in the two-dimensional lattice are the one-dimensional stripes known as the 
staircases. Each staircase stripe behaves in a way that resembles the one-dimensional Ising model. 
In this section, we will study how the tetris lattice explores its ground state manifold and the kinetic 
properties related to this behavior. 
To achieve this goal, we took advantage of the PEEM technique to record the dynamic behavior 
of the tetris lattice. The sample we used had 2.5 nm permalloy and 2nm aluminum capping layers. 
The islands are 170 nm by 470 nm and the lattice parameter between adjacent parallel islands is 
600 nm. Our PEEM data were acquired as follows: we quenched the sample from 290 K to 220 K, 
recorded data at two different locations for 250 ± 30 seconds each, then repeated the measurements 
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after cooling the samples at 2 K intervals until reaching 180 K. The temperature we used was high 
enough that the tetris lattice was thermally active and low enough that the system still stayed 
relatively close to the ground state manifold.  
 
Figure 37 Flipping rate of tetris lattice and Shakti lattice. The flip rate is estimated from the 
fraction of islands that change orientations between exposures with the same polarization.  
As we can see from Figure 37, as compared to the Shakti islands on the same chip with the same 
permalloy deposition, the tetris staircase islands start to become thermally active at a lower 
temperature. Because the elements that make up these two lattices have the same dimensions, the 
tetris lattice’s higher degree of thermal fluctuation indicates that it has a lower energy barrier than 
the Shakti lattice, which enables the tetris lattice to change from one ground state configuration 
into another with lower energy activation. To visualize the transition within the ground state 
manifold, we can draw a transition diagram indicating state transitions between different states 
during the image acquisition process. We focus on the five-island clusters within the tetris lattice 
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as indicated in Figure 38. Note that the staircases, which are the vertex-frustrated disordered 
islands in this system, are made up of these five-island clusters. Also note that the five-island 
cluster moment configurations can fully characterize the two z = 3 vertices, the moment 
configurations of which we will denote as Type I, Type II and Type III vertices with increasing 
vertex energy. 
 
Figure 38 Five-islands cluster (marked as dark blue) within the tetris lattice. The red stripes are 
backbones while the blue stripes are staircases. The five-islands clusters make up the staircases. 
 
We can encode the cluster based on the spin orientations. Since each spin can have two possible 
directions, there are 25 = 32 number of states. We encode the states from 0 to 31 as shown in 
Figure 39. Each node in the transition diagram represents one cluster state and its size represents 
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the percentage of time we observe such state. The edges represent the transitions between different 
states and their thicknesses represent the transition frequencies. From the analysis of this transition 
diagram, we can reconstruct the transition process of the tetris lattice. At this low temperature, we 
notice that the central vertical island is mostly static through the transition. The central vertical 
island orientation splits the states into two different manifolds that are not connected at low 
temperature. Furthermore, this means that at low temperature where the vertical islands are frozen, 
there are no long-range interactions between the clusters because a pair of horizontal staircase 
islands cannot influence another pair of horizontal staircase islands through the vertical island. 
Also, Figure 39 shows an asymmetry between these two manifolds of transitions and they are 
likely due to the symmetry breaking connected to the effective ferromagnetism of the horizontal 
staircase island pairs40. While this effective ferromagnetism only breaks the symmetry of every 
individual staircase stripe, our limited field of view and unequal stripe lengths within the field of 
view lead to the broken symmetry within field of view. It is also possible that there exist a small 
ambient magnetic field or there are some preference to one direction due to the initial spin 
configuration.  
Here we focus on only half of the states, which are on the right side of the transition diagram in 
Figure 39. While there are several ground-state compliant cluster states, some of them are highly 
occupied such as the states 4, 6, 12, and 14. On the contrary, states 0, 15 and 30 are rarely occupied. 
The reason lies in the difference between islands within the staircase clusters, specifically 
connector islands versus horizontal staircase islands. In this five-islands cluster, the upper left and 
lower right islands are connector islands that connect directly to backbones and are less thermally 
active. The upper right and lower left islands are horizontal staircase islands and they are more 
thermally active especially at low temperatures.  
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The number of occupations of any given state is directly related to the connectivity to high energy 
states, i.e., the states with a Type III vertex. The most occupied state, state 14, is connected to only 
low energy states within the single island transition regardless of which island flips its orientation. 
The next two most occupied states, 6 and 12, will create a Type III vertex if one of the connector 
islands is flipped. The next most occupied state, state 4, will create a Type III vertex if either of 
the connector islands is flipped. If a Type III vertex can be created by flipping a horizontal staircase 
island, those states are rarely occupied such as states 0, 15 and 30.  
 
Figure 39 Transition diagram of tetris lattice five-islands clusters at 210 K and cluster encoding 
schema. Each node in the transition diagram represents one cluster state and its size represents 
the percentage of time we observe such state. The edges represent the transitions between different 
states and their thickness represent the transition frequencies. In the encoding schema, Type II 
vertices are marked by yellow dots while the Type III vertices are marked by red dots. Some of the 
main states are marked in the transition diagram. In this figure, the states are spaced in the 
diagram simply for convenience of labeling and showing the transitions, i.e., the location should 
not be associated with a physical meaning. 
14 (17)
15 (16) 
4 (27) 6 (25) 8 (23) 10 (21) 0 (31 with global reversal) 
5 (26) 
2 (29) 12 (19)
1 (30) 3 (28) 7 (24) 9 (22) 11 (20) 13 (18) 
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Figure 40 shows the temperature-dependent effects of the transition. To better visualize the 
difference, we place the ground state on the lower row and the excited state on the upper row. At 
low temperature, the tetris lattice sees a significant number of transitions among the ground states. 
Since there are no intermediate steps for these transitions, the energy barrier is determined solely 
by the shape anisotropy of the islands. Notice the two manifolds of ground states, defined by the 
central vertical island, are separated from each other at low temperature. As temperature increases 
and the excited states become accessible, we start to see transitions among the two folds of the 
ground state.  
To quantify the observation, we make a plot that calculates the fraction of different types of 
transition as a function of temperature in Figure 41. All the transitions plotted are the single-island 
transitions that happen among the ground state. As temperature decreases, the sum of these 
transition fraction converges to one. This result confirms our observation that at low temperature, 
most of the transitions happen among the ground state configurations.  
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Figure 40 Tetris lattice phase transition diagram at different temperatures. The upper row 
represents the excited states while the lower row represents the ground states. This is different 
from an energy level diagram because we do not consider the differences among the excited states.  
 
Figure 41 Transition fraction of tetris lattice. (a) Transition fraction is defined as observed the 
frequency of a specific type of transition divided by the total observed transition frequency. The 
T1 up
T1 down
T2 up
T2 down
T3
0 (31) 4 (27) 14 (17)
6 (25)
12 (19)
a b
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Figure 41 (cont.) transition fractions are plotted as a function of temperature. (b) The schema of 
different transitions. The numbers below the clusters represent the encoding of that cluster. The 
numbers in the parentheses represent the state number with global spin reversal.  
Another effort with the tetris lattice is to characterize its kinetic properties such flipping rate. Since 
PEEM is not a technique designed to capture fast dynamics, this task is not trivial. As described in 
the method chapter, the imaging process of PEEM involves alternating the left and right 
polarization states of the X-rays. While the exposure time is relatively small, there exists a gap 
time between the exposures due to computer readout time and the undulator switching as explained 
in a previous chapter. If we compare the moment configuration at both ends of these windows, we 
can calculate the fraction of islands flipped as a characterization of the speed of kinetics. Figure 
42 shows the fraction of islands flipped as a function of temperature for both backbone and 
staircases islands. Note that the fraction of islands flipped during the gap time does not increase 
proportionally to the gap time. This discrepancy indicates that the islands are not necessarily 
fluctuating at the same rate. This result also indicates that some of the islands have undergone 
multiple flips during the gap time.  
 
Figure 42 Fraction of islands in tetris lattice flipped between exposures. The horizontal staircase 
islands are more thermally active than the backbone islands. The horizontal staircase islands also 
become thermally active at a lower temperature. 
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In summary, we have gathered results of the transition confirming that the tetris lattice can undergo 
transitions between different ground states at low temperature without accessing excited states. 
We also visualized these transitions through network diagrams and studied the temperature 
dependence of such transitions. This is a direct visualization of transition among different ice 
manifolds.  A future study can take advantage of different thermal treatments such as different 
cool down rates to study the related dynamic behaviors of the tetris lattice. Applying a small 
perturbance through an external magnetic field, i.e., breaking the symmetry of the manifolds, in 
presence of thermal fluctuation can also be interesting to investigate.  
6.3 Santa Fe lattice kinetics 
The Santa Fe lattice is another vertex-frustrated lattice that shows low lying kinetic transitions 
among ground states. This lattice was proposed by Morrison et al.37, and we show the unit cell of 
the Santa Fe lattice in Figure 43. Regarding energy, this figure also represents the ground state 
configuration of the Santa Fe lattice. In the ground state, all the z = 4 vertices are in their ground 
state configurations. Just like the Shakti lattice, the Santa Fe lattice gets frustrated because of the 
failure to settle every three-island vertex into the ground state. Following the dimer rules we 
discussed in Chapter 5, we can define a dimer for every excited three-island vertex. We denote 
every rectangular space surrounded by islands as a loop. The loops adjacent to two-island vertices 
are called frustrated loops (marked as green) and the others are called unfrustrated loops. We can 
draw dimers based on the same rule we described for the Shakti lattice. By connecting the dimers 
that share the same loop, we obtain a collection of strings, each of which always originate from 
one frustrated loop and end in another frustrated loop. We denote these strings of dimers as 
polymers.  
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Figure 43 Santa Fe lattice unit cell with polymers. The frustrated loops (marked as green) are 
loops connected with z=2 vertices. By drawing dimers and connecting dimers entering the same 
loop, we can draw polymers that connect one green loop to another. In the degenerate ground 
state of Santa Fe lattice, each polymer contains three dimers. 
  
The phases of the Santa Fe lattice change with energy and the three different phases are shown in 
Figure 45. For the Santa Fe lattice in the ground state, every two frustrated loops are connected by 
a polymer. The two connected frustrated loops are next nearest frustrated loops as shown in Figure 
44. The degrees of freedom to connect these frustrated loops contributes to multiplicities of the 
ground states, and this is very similar to the Shakti lattice’s ground state multiplicities. The Santa 
Fe lattice is unique, however, in that within each manifold of the multiplicities, there are extra 
degrees of freedom. For each polymer connecting the frustrated loops, it goes through three 
unhappy z = 3 vertices, whose locations might vary and those locations all correspond to the same 
level of total energy. These extra degrees of freedom have relatively low excitation energy so the 
kinetics among these degenerate states can happen at low temperature.  
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Figure 44 Santa Fe frustrated loops next nearest neighbors. The red loop has four next nearest 
loops (marked as green). 
 
Beyond the ground state kinetics at the low energy level, the Santa Fe lattice also shows high 
energy excitations that are related to the elongation of the polymers. Instead of occupying three 
frustrated vertices, each polymer will occupy more than three frustrated vertices as the system gets 
excited. The assignment of how the polymers connect the frustrated loops remains unchanged in 
this phase. 
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Figure 45 Santa Fe lattice with long-island realization. (a) SEM image of long-island Santa Fe 
lattice. (b) Degenerate ground state configuration of Santa Fe lattice. The yellow loops are the 
frustrated loops and the blue dots are the unhappy vertices and blue strings are polymers. Every 
two next nearest loops are connected through a polymer made up of three unhappy vertices. (c) A 
higher energy configuration. One of the polymer connects the next nearest loops through more 
than 3 unhappy vertices. (d) An even higher energy configuration where the polymers are 
connecting not only next nearest loops.  
As the system energy is further elevated, the system reassigns how the polymers connect the 
frustrated loops. This phase happens at a higher energy level because this kinetic mechanism 
requires the excitation of z = 4 vertices. To understand this, we will discuss the topological 
structure of the Santa Fe lattice. If we separate one unit-cell of the Santa Fe lattice into four 
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different plaquettes, the border lines between these plaquettes are made up of z = 3 vertices and 
the corners are made up of z = 4 vertices. In the Santa Fe ground state, all the z = 4 vertices are of 
Type I, whose configurations have two manifolds with a global spin reversal. If two of the z = 4 
vertices are of the manifold, it is possible that the line between them has no frustrated z = 3 vertices. 
If these two z = 4 vertices are not of the same manifold, there must be an odd number of frustrated 
vertices between them due to the geometric constraints (Figure 46). Since the z = 4 vertices pair 
defines the connection of polymers, any reassignment of the dimer connections must involve the 
changes of z = 4 vertices.  
 
Figure 46 The border between plaquettes of Santa Fe lattice. (a) When the two z = 4 vertices are 
of the same manifold, the border can form an order configuration without any dimers. (b) When 
the two z = 4 vertices are of opposite spin configurations, the lowest energy state has one unhappy 
vertex (open circle) which corresponds to a polymer crossing the border.  
We base our discussion about the disordered ground state and related transitions on the assumption 
that the islands in the middle of the plaquettes have single-domains. If we replace one long-island 
with two short-islands (Figure 47), these two short-islands could have orientations that are anti-
parallel to each other. As it turns out, if these two short-islands occupy a Type II z = 2 state, the 
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rest of the vertices in the same plaquette can be settled down into their ground state, resulting in a 
long-range ordered state. Whether this long-range ordered state is a lower energy state depends on 
the ratio between nearest neighbor interaction energy and next nearest neighbor interaction energy. 
We denote the energy of one plaquette as zero if all the vertices are in their ground states, a 
fictitious configuration that will never happen. We define the energy of a pair of nearest neighbor 
islands in favorable alignment as −𝜖⊥ and the ones in unfavorable alignment as 𝜖⊥. Similarly, we 
define the energy of a pair of next nearest neighbor islands in favorable alignment as -𝜖∥ and the 
ones in unfavorable alignment as 𝜖∥. A z = 3 unhappy vertex will result in an energy increase of 
2(𝜖⊥ − 𝜖∥) and a z = 2 excitation will result in an energy increase of 2𝜖∥. For the disordered state, 
there is an average excitation of three z = 3 unhappy vertices, corresponding to an excitation energy 
of 6(𝜖⊥ − 𝜖∥). For the long-range ordered state, there is one excited z = 2 vertex, corresponding to 
an excitation energy of 2𝜖∥. The threshold is therefore 
𝜖⊥
𝜖∥
=
4
3
, above which the long-range ordered 
state will have a lower energy. According to the OOMMF simulation, 
𝜖⊥
𝜖∥
 is typically 1.9, which is 
well above the threshold.  
To explore the different phases of kinetics we discuss above, we performed the following 
experiments. The samples have 2.5 nm permalloy and 2 nm Aluminum capping layers. First, we 
captured images of systems of short and long islands with 600 nm, 700 nm and 800 nm spacings 
at low temperature (260 K). We also captured movies of the system of short-islands with 600 nm 
and 700 nm spacing at different temperatures. We started from a temperature of 320 K, performed 
measurements, cooled down with a step of 20 K (10 K step for 700 nm spacing), and then repeated. 
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Figure 47 Santa Fe lattice with short-island realization. (a) SEM image of short-island Santa Fe 
lattice. (b) Degenerate disordered states. (c) One of the plaquettes has a breakage of z=2 vertex 
resulting in an ordered state. (d) Mixture of degenerate disordered state and ordered state with 
larger field of view.  
The experimental data were analyzed in a similar way that the Shakti data was analyzed. In order 
to characterize the system, we tried different metrics. The first metric characterizes the distribution 
of z = 4 vertices, which determine the overall polymer structures. As mentioned above, the 
connectivity of the polymers yields information of the phases the system. For all the Type I 
vertices, we designated one manifold as 1 and the other manifold as -1, and these numbers serve 
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as order parameters. Other z = 4 vertices are denoted as 0 under the assumption that the majority 
of z = 4 vertices are in the ground state.  
 
Figure 48 Order parameters assigned to Type I z = 4 vertices. 
The z = 4 vertices form a square lattice so we can calculate the average correlation of the order 
parameters. If the system is in a long-range ordered state, all the z = 4 vertices will be the same, so 
the average correlation is 1. If the system is degenerately disordered, the average correlation is 0. 
We measure the correlation in our system for the two realizations of Santa Fe and the results are 
shown in Figure 49. While the correlation of the long island realization of the Santa Fe lattice 
fluctuates around 0, the correlation of the short island realization is above zero, suggesting the 
presence of long-range ordered states.  
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Figure 49 z=4 vertex parameter correlation at different temperatures. The short island 
correlation is positive while the long island correlation is negative. The short island’s correlation 
indicates that there is a combination of ordered plaquettes and disordered plaquettes. There is not 
enough evidence to suggest the correlation changes over temperature in our experiment.  
The second metric is a local one that reflects the phases of the polymers. While we could count 
the length of each polymer, this method could be problematic due to the boundary effect caused 
by the small experimental field of view. So instead, we count the total number of excited vertices 
𝐸 within the field of view, and calculate the expected excited vertices in the ground state based on 
total number of islands  
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝 =
3
24
(𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 4√𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛), 
and then calculate the excess fraction of excited vertices 
ratio =
𝐸 − 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝
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This metric is a measure of the thermalization level above the ground state of the system given 
there is no breakage of z=2 vertices. For the short island Santa Fe lattice, we should account for 
the z = 2 breakage. We calculate the adjusted expected excited vertices in the ground state: 
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =
3
24
(𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 4√𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛) − 3𝑁𝐼𝐼2 
where 𝑁𝐼𝐼2 is the number of Type II z = 2 vertices. This number represents the expected number 
of excitations across all plaquettes without z = 2 breakage. Similarly, the adjusted ratio is 
ratio =
𝐸 − 𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
 
The adjusted ratio of the short-island lattice can thus be comparable to the normal ratio of the long 
islands lattice. We look at the data of Santa Fe lattice with both short and long islands having with 
different spacings. The data for different lattices are taken at the low-temperature regime after the 
same normal cool down procedure.  The unadjusted ratio and adjusted ratios are shown in Figure 
50. From the figures, we can see that the unadjusted ratio of the short-island lattice is lower than 
that of the long-island lattice. After the adjustment, the ratio of short island lattice is comparable 
with the ratio of the long island lattice. The ratios increase with increasing spacing or decreasing 
interaction. It means that inter-island interactions are organizing the lattice toward ordered states. 
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Figure 50 Energy ratios of different Santa Fe lattice. Each data point represents one 
measurement. Some of the measurements are performed at different locations and they show up 
as different points under same conditions. The unadjusted ratios of short islands lattice are always 
smaller than the ratios of long islands lattice. The ratios increase with lattice spacing indicating 
larger distance from the ground state.  
In summary, we show the different phases of the Santa Fe lattice in different temperature regimes. 
We also study the existence of an ordered state due to the breakage of z = 2 vertices and the 
characteristic metrics. More data with better statistics should be taken to perform a more detailed 
study of the different phases and related phase transitions.  
6.4 Comparison between tetris and Santa Fe 
In this section, we discuss the kinetics of the tetris and Santa Fe lattices and the similarity between 
them. Both lattices have a well-defined long-range ordered configuration. The tetris lattice has an 
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ordered state when the backbone islands are arranged such that 𝑢𝑖 is parallel with 𝑣𝑖, as shown in 
Figure 51a. When the relative backbone orientation slide by one phase, the tetris lattice becomes 
frustrated, as shown in Figure 51b. Note that these two configurations have exactly the same 
energy. If two stripes of ordered backbone are randomly connected, we will expect half of the 
configuration will be ordered, as shown in Figure 51a. In the experimental data, we saw that the 
fraction disordered state is dominantly larger than one half, i.e., the ordered state is highly 
suppressed. One explanation of this phenomenon is that the disordered state has extensive 
degeneracy, so the ordered state is entropy-suppressed40.  
 
Figure 51 Sliding phase of tetris lattice. (a) When two adjacent backbones are aligned such that 
𝑢𝑖+1 is anti-parallel to 𝑣𝑖, the system will have an ordered state. (b) When two adjacent backbones 
are aligned such that 𝑢𝑖+1 is parallel to 𝑣𝑖, the system will have a degenerate state. The energy of 
these two states are the same. Figure reproduced from reference 40. 
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This lack of an ordered state might also be related to the dynamic process. As the system cools 
down from a high temperature, the islands get frozen at different temperatures depending on the 
number of neighboring islands they have. From Figure 52, we learn that the backbone islands and 
the vertical islands lying among the horizontal staircase become frozen first. In this case, the 
system finds a state that satisfies the backbones and the vertical islands at high temperature. As a 
result, the vertical islands serve as a medium between parallel backbones and the systems forms 
alignment -- as shown in configuration b of Figure 51 -- since it favors all the interactions of those 
islands that get frozen at high temperature. As the system further cools down, the staircase islands 
gradually freeze to their degenerate ground states. The difference between the entropy argument 
and the dynamic process argument lies in the role of the vertical island. In the entropy argument, 
the extensive degeneracy of the lattice comes from the flipping of the vertical islands, and this 
degeneracy is what align the backbone stripes as is shown in Figure 51b. In the dynamic argument, 
the vertical islands serve as some sorts of coupling elements between the backbones to align the 
backbone stripes. The vertical islands must freeze down along with the backbones to form a 
skeleton that the disordered states are based on.  
 
Figure 52 Unit cell of Tetris lattice indicating the temperature when an island becomes thermally 
active. Figure reproduced from reference 40.  
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The Santa Fe short-island lattice also has an ordered state, as previously discussed. While this 
ordered state is also entropically suppressed, we do observe indications of it in the experimental 
data. According to micromagnetic simulations, this ordered state has a lower energy. While the 
energy argument might explain the presence of ordered states, it raises another question: why the 
system does not form a long-range ordered state? This could also be explained by the dynamic 
process. As the system cools down, all the z = 4 vertices are frozen first, forming the overall 
connection of the polymers. Since the islands between the z = 3 vertices are still relatively 
thermally active, there are no connection between different z = 4 vertices. So the z = 4 vertices are 
randomly distributed, and the ordered plaquettes are possible only when the z = 4 vertices at the 
corners are of the same type.  
6.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we discuss the low lying kinetic behaviors of tetris and Santa Fe lattice. We 
characterize the transition of tetris lattice and analyze the ground state properties of Santa Fe lattice. 
Then we use the dynamic process of the two lattices to explain the ground state distribution of the 
degenerate state of these two lattices. These analyses are the first attempt to characterize the 
dynamic microstates in frustrated artificial spin ice system. To perform a further detailed study, 
one could also carefully study the temperature hysteresis effect. Since the presence of the ordered 
state is related to the dynamic process, one can also study how the temperature profile changes the 
resulting states of systems. Furthermore, introducing some disorder such as varying island shapes 
or some defects to the system and studying how effects of disorder can yield useful insight about 
phase transitions in real-world systems. The thermal annealing techniques developed in Chapter 5 
can also be used to investigate these two lattices since those techniques have been proven to 
generate a better ground state in the case of the Shakti lattice39, 68.  
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Appendix A: PEEM analysis codes 
The PEEM image analysis process transforms the raw PEEM data of P3B form into spin 
configurations, which can be used for downstream different analysis. The whole process composes 
of three parts: from raw P3B data to intensity images, from intensity images to intensity 
spreadsheets and from intensity spreadsheets to spin configurations. We will show the details of 
different parts along with the codes used respectively.  
A.1 From P3B data to intensity images.  
Input: P3B data, each file contains the captured information from one single exposure.  
Output: TIF images, each file represents the electron intensity of the field of view within one 
single exposure. 
Software: PEEM Vision provided in http://xraysweb.lbl.gov/peem2/webpage/Tools.shtml 
Procedures:  
Step1: Alignment: choose a small region, then hit Stack Procs/ Align 
Step2: Save as TIF files. File name: xxxx#0000.tif 
 
A.2 Intensity image to intensity spreadsheet 
Input: TIF images, each file represents the electron intensity of the field of view within one single 
exposure. 
Output: CSV file. Each row represents one island. The first two columns contain the row and 
column coordination of the island. The subsequent columns contain average intensity of that island 
at different time.  
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Software: Matlab codes. Here we use the Santa Fe lattice as an example of analysis. It could be 
easily generalized into other decimated square lattices. There are three different files: 
 
PEEMintensity.m 
1. function [I_norm,L,mean_intensity] = PEEMintensity(name,number,disksize,print_)   
2. % This function analyze the intensity of PEEM images. Some of the functions 
3. % are commented out. They can be restored to achieve different morphological 
4. % image processing.    
5.     if nargin <4   
6.         print_ = 0;   
7.     end   
8.     close all   
9.     % Input the images   
10.     filename = sprintf('%s%04d.tif',name,number);   
11.     Iinit = imread(filename);   
12.     I=Iinit;   
13.     mean_intensity = sum(sum(Iinit));   
14.     mean_intensity = mean_intensity/(size(Iinit,1)*size(Iinit,2));   
15.     I_norm = double(Iinit)/mean_intensity;   
16.    
17.     se = strel('disk',disksize);   
18.     sesmall = strel('disk',disksize-1);   
19.     sebig = strel('disk',disksize+2);   
20.    
21.     % image opening   
22.     Io = imopen(I, se);   
23.     %  figure   
24.     %  imshow(Io),title('Opening')   
25.    
26.     % image by reconstrction   
27.     Ie = imerode(Io, se);   
28.     % figure   
29.     % imshow(Ie),title('Image after erosion')   
30.     Iobr = imreconstruct(Ie, I);   
31.     % figure   
32.     % imshow(Iobr),title('Opening-by-reconstruction')   
33.    
34.     % closing   
35.     % Ioc = imclose(Io, sesmall);   
36.     % figure   
37.     % imshow(Ioc),title('opening-closing')   
38.    
39.     % reconstructed-based opening and closing   
40.     % Iobrd = imdilate(Iobr, se);   
41.     % Iobrcbr = imreconstruct(imcomplement(Iobrd), imcomplement(Iobr));   
42.     % Iobrcbr = imcomplement(Iobrcbr);   
43.     %  figure   
44.     %  imshow(Iobrcbr),title('opening-closing by reconstruction')   
45.    
46.     %obtain foreground markers   
47.     fgm3 = imregionalmax(Iobr);   
48.     %  figure   
49.     %  imshow(fgm),title('regional maxima of opening-closing by reconstruction')   
50.     
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51.    
52.     se2 = strel(ones(1,1));   
53.     fgm4 = bwareaopen(fgm3, 25);   
54.     I3 = Iinit;   
55.     I3(fgm4) = 0;   
56.     if(print_)   
57.         figure   
58.         imshow(I3),title('modified regional maxima')  
59.     end   
60.  
61.     hy = fspecial('sobel');   
62.     hx = hy';   
63.     Iy = imfilter(double(fgm4),hy,'replicate');   
64.     Ix = imfilter(double(fgm4),hx,'replicate');   
65.     gradmag = sqrt(Ix.^2+Iy.^2);   
66.     % figure   
67.     % imshow(gradmag,[]), title('gradient magnitude after reconstruction')   
68.     %compute background markers   
69.     % bw = imbinarize(Iobrcbr,'adaptive','sensitivity',0.03);   
70.     % figure   
71.     % imshow(bw), title('Thresholded opening-closing by reconstruction')   
72.     % D = bwdist(bw);   
73.     % DL = watershed(D);   
74.     % bgm = DL == 0;   
75.     % figure   
76.     % imshow(bgm),title('watershed ridge lines')   
77.      
78.     % gradmag2 = imimposemin(gradmag,  fgm4);   
79.     % Watershed segmentation   
80.     L = watershed(gradmag);   
81.     Lrgb = label2rgb(L);   
82.     if(print_)   
83.         figure,imshow(Lrgb),title('Final watershed transform of gradient magnitude');   
84.         hold on;   
85.     end   
86. end   
 
 
PEEMmain_SF.m 
1. function  total_array = PEEMmain_SF(start_k )   
2.     %This function is used to transform the PEEM images into spreadsheet with   
3.     %each location indicating the PEEM intensity   
4.     if nargin <1   
5.         start_k = 0;   
6.     end   
7.  
8.     total = input('please input the number of images:');   
9.     folder = input('please input the directory of the raw files:');   
10.     fname = input('please input the name of the file,end with #:');   
11.     fname_full = sprintf('%s/%s',folder,fname);   
12.     spacing = input('please input the spacing:');   
13.     if(spacing==300)   
14.         poshift = 11;   
15.         search = 4;   
16.         disksize = 3;   
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17.     end   
18.     if(spacing==500)   
19.         poshift = 14;   
20.         search = 4;   
21.         disksize = 4;   
22.         pixelaver = 20;   
23.     end   
24.     if(spacing == 600)   
25.         poshift = 21;   
26.         search = 3;   
27.         disksize = 6;   
28.         pixelaver = 20;   
29.     end   
30.     if(spacing == 700)   
31.         poshift = 25;   
32.         search = 4;   
33.         disksize = 6;   
34.         pixelaver = 20;   
35.     end   
36.     if(spacing == 800)   
37.         poshift = 20;   
38.         search = 5;   
39.         disksize = 7;   
40.     end   
41.     if(spacing == 1200)   
42.         poshift = 30;   
43.         search = 6;   
44.         disksize = 7;   
45.     end   
46.     total_array = zeros(1,total);   
47.  
48.     for k = start_k:start_k+total-1   
49.        
50.         [I,result,total_intensity] = PEEMintensity(fname_full,k,disksize,k==start_k);   
51.         total_array(k+1-start_k) = total_intensity;   
52.         backgroundlabel = mode(mode(result));   
53.         if(k==start_k)   
54.             v =input('enter the offset from the upper-left vertex  
55.                      to the standard four-islands vertex in[row column]:');   
56.         % standard four island vertex:    
57.         %                                \ /   
58.         %   
59.         %                              \ /     
60.         %                               .   
61.         %                              / \   
62.             vname = sprintf('%s/offset.csv',folder);   
63.             csvwrite(vname,v);   
64.             X1=input('enter the coordinates of the upper- 
65.                       left vertex using notation [x y]: ');   
66.             X2=input('enter the coordinates of the upper- 
67.                       right vertex using notation [x y]: ');   
68.             X3=input('enter the coordinates of the lower- 
69.                       right vertex using notation [x y]: ');   
70.             X4=input('enter the coordinates of the lower- 
71.                       left vertex using notation [x y]: ');   
72.             rows=input('enter the total number of rows: ');   
73.             columns=input('enter the total number of columns: ');  
74.  
75.             % matrix keeping track of the x-coordinates of each vertex   
76.             xCoordPlane=[linspace(X1(1),X4(1),rows)]'; 
77.             % matrix keeping track of the y-coordinates of each vertex 
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78.             yCoordPlane=[linspace(X1(2),X4(2),rows)]';   
79.             xCoordPlane(:,columns)=[linspace(X2(1),X3(1),rows)]';   
80.             yCoordPlane(:,columns)=[linspace(X2(2),X3(2),rows)]';   
81.             for i=1:rows   
82.                 xCoordPlane(i,:)=linspace(xCoordPlane(i,1),... 
83.                                           xCoordPlane(i,columns),columns);   
84.                 yCoordPlane(i,:)=linspace(yCoordPlane(i,1),... 
85.                                           yCoordPlane(i,columns),columns);   
86.             end   
87.         end   
88.  
89.         maxnumber = max(max(result));   
90.         intensity=zeros(maxnumber,200);   
91.         count = zeros(maxnumber,1);   
92.         intensity=double(intensity);   
93.         resultint=int32(result);   
94.         dim = size(I);   
95.         for i=1:dim(1)   
96.             for j = 1:dim(2)   
97.                 if(result(i,j)~=backgroundlabel&&result(i,j)~=0)   
98.                     count(resultint(i,j))= count(resultint(i,j))+1;   
99.                     intensity(resultint(i,j),count(resultint(i,j)))= double(I(i,j));    
100.                 end   
101.      end   
102. end   
103. sorted = intensity;   
104. for i=1:maxnumber   
105.         sorted(i,1:count(i)) = sort(intensity(i,1:count(i)),'descend');   
106. end   
107. sum_sorted = sum(sorted(:,1:pixelaver),2);   
108. final_count = min(count,pixelaver);   
109. finalresult = sum_sorted./final_count;   
110. spread=zeros(rows*2,columns*2);   
111. for i=1:rows   
112.     for j=1:columns   
113.         x=round(xCoordPlane(i,j));   
114.         y=round(yCoordPlane(i,j));   
115.         %up-left   
116.         istart = max(1,y-poshift-search);   
117.         jstart = max(1,x-poshift-search);   
118.         iend = max(1,y-poshift+search);   
119.         jend = max(1,x-poshift+search);   
120.         temp = double(result(istart:iend,jstart:jend));   
121.         temp = reshape(temp,1,[]);   
122.         temp(temp==backgroundlabel|temp==0)=[];   
123.         if(~isempty(temp))   
124.             upleft = mode(temp);   
125.             spread(2*i-1,2*j-1) = finalresult(upleft);   
126.         end   
127.         %up-right   
128.         istart = max(1,y-poshift-search);   
129.         jstart = min(dim(2),x+poshift-search);   
130.         iend = max(1,y-poshift+search);   
131.         jend = min(dim(2),x+poshift+search);   
132.         temp = double(result(istart:iend,jstart:jend));   
133.         temp = reshape(temp,1,[]);   
134.         temp(temp==backgroundlabel|temp==0)=[];   
135.         if(~isempty(temp))   
136.             upright = mode(temp);   
137.             spread(2*i-1,2*j) = finalresult(upright);   
138.         end   
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139.         %low-left   
140.         istart = min(dim(1),y+poshift-search);   
141.         jstart = max(1,x-poshift-search);   
142.         iend = min(dim(1),y+poshift+search);   
143.         jend = max(1,x-poshift+search);   
144.         temp = double(result(istart:iend,jstart:jend));   
145.         temp = reshape(temp,1,[]);   
146.         temp(temp==backgroundlabel|temp==0)=[];   
147.         if(~isempty(temp))   
148.             lowleft = mode(temp);   
149.             spread(2*i,2*j-1) = finalresult(lowleft);   
150.         end   
151.         %low-right   
152.         istart = min(dim(1),y+poshift-search);   
153.         jstart = min(dim(2),x+poshift-search);   
154.         iend = min(dim(1),y+poshift+search);   
155.         jend = min(dim(2),x+poshift+search);   
156.         temp = double(result(istart:iend,jstart:jend));   
157.         temp = reshape(temp,1,[]);   
158.         temp(temp==backgroundlabel|temp==0)=[];   
159.         if(~isempty(temp))   
160.             lowright = mode(temp);   
161.             spread(2*i,2*j) = finalresult(lowright);   
162.         end   
163.     end   
164. end   
165. spreadsheetname=sprintf('%s%04d.xls',fname_full,k);   
166.  
167. xlswrite(spreadsheetname,spread);   
168. end   
169. end   
 
PEEMmain_SF.m 
1. function PEEMzip()   
2.     % this function zips the different intensity files into one.   
3.     folder = input('please input the directory of the raw files:');   
4.     fname = input('please input the name of the file,end with #:');   
5.     total = input('please input the total number of files:');   
6.     lattice = input('please input the name of the lattice:');   
7.  
8.     if(strcmp(lattice, 'SF'))   
9.         uni_vector = [8,8];   
10.     end   
11.     PEEMspread(folder,fname,total,lattice,uni_vector);   
12. end   
13.    
14. function PEEMspread(folder,fname,total,maskname,uni_vector)   
15.     %This function transform the spreadsheets into one spreadsheet   
16.     vfile = sprintf('%s/offset.csv',folder);   
17.     v = csvread(vfile);   
18.     maskn = sprintf('%s.xls',maskname);   
19.     mask = xlsread(maskn);   
20.  
21.     %adjust_vector is used to adjust the position information in the   
22.     %spreadsheet   
23.     adjust_vector = v;   
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24.     while(adjust_vector(1)>0)   
25.        adjust_vector(1) = adjust_vector(1)-uni_vector(1);   
26.     end   
27.     while(adjust_vector(2)>0)   
28.         adjust_vector(2) = adjust_vector(2)-uni_vector(2);   
29.     end   
30.  
31.     for k = 1:total   
32.        filename = sprintf('%s/%s%04d.xls',folder,fname,k-1);   
33.        temp = xlsread(filename);   
34.        if (k==1)   
35.            dim = size(temp);   
36.            element = dim(1)*dim(2);   
37.            spread = zeros(element,total+2);   
38.            count=1;   
39.            for i = 1:dim(1)   
40.                for j = 1:dim(2)   
41.                    if(in_mask(i,j,mask,uni_vector,v))   
42.                        spread(count,1) = i-adjust_vector(1);   
43.                        spread(count,2) = j-adjust_vector(2);   
44.                        count = count+1;   
45.                    end   
46.                end   
47.            end   
48.            spread = spread(1:count-1,:);   
49.        end   
50.        count=1;   
51.        for i = 1:dim(1)   
52.            for j = 1:dim(2)   
53.                if(in_mask(i,j,mask,uni_vector,v))   
54.                    spread(count,k+2) = temp(i,j);   
55.                    count=count+1;   
56.                end   
57.            end   
58.        end   
59.     end   
60.     sheetname = sprintf('%s/%s_%s.csv',folder,fname,maskname);   
61.     csvwrite(sheetname,spread);   
62. end   
63.  
64. function bool = in_mask(i,j,mask,uni_vector,v)   
65.     % Function that checks whether an island is within the mask or not 
66.     i1 = mod(i-v(1)-1,uni_vector(1))+1;   
67.     j1 = mod(j-v(2)-1,uni_vector(2))+1;   
68.     if(mask(i1,j1)==1)   
69.         bool = true;   
70.     else   
71.         bool = false;   
72.     end   
73. end   
 
Procedures:  
Step 1: Run PEEMmain_SF(start_k), set start_k attribute if not starting from 0. 
Step 2: Input the filename information following the prompt.  
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Step 3: From the RGB image (located in the same directory as the tif images), read the offset and 
coordinates of corner vertices. (Details shown in the figure below). 
Step 4: Run PEEMzip, follow the prompt. This will concatenate the moments into a single csv 
file. 
 
 
Figure 53 The vertices for analysis form a rectangular lattice. While the upper left vertex could 
be anywhere in the lattice, we should tell the program a specific location with respect to the lattice. 
This is done by the input of an offset vector. This vector starts from the center of upper left vertex 
and ends at a designated vertex in the lattice. For the Santa Fe lattice, we designate the end vertex 
as the four-islands vertex with nearby islands forming a ‘counter-clockwise’ shape (the four-
islands vertex within the red frame).  
 
A.3 From intensity spreadsheet to spin configurations.  
Input: CSV file containing the intensity information of different islands at different time. 
Output: CSV file. Each row represents one island. The first two columns contain the row and 
column coordination of the island. The subsequent columns contain spin orientation in forms of 1 
and -1 at different time. 
Software: Python Jupyter notebook intensity_to_spin_total.ipynb. Here we show some of the key 
functions below. 
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1. %matplotlib inline   
2. import numpy as np   
3. import random   
4. import pandas as pd   
5. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
6. import seaborn as sns   
7. from sklearn.cluster import KMeans   
8. from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression   
9. import math   
10. import csv   
11.    
12. def read_data(filename):   
13.     data_dict = {}   
14.     data = np.loadtxt(filename,delimiter=',')   
15.     for i in range(data.shape[0]):   
16.         temp = data[i,2:]   
17.         temp[temp==0] = np.average(data[:,2:])   
18.         data_dict[(data[i,0],data[i,1])]=temp   
19.     return data_dict   
20. def calculate_spin(data,result_filename,up_threshold = 1.03,low_threshold =0.97):   
21.     '''''  
22.     This funcrtion calculates the spin using the average of the intensity  
23.     '''   
24.     result = np.zeros([len(data.keys()),3])   
25.     index = 0   
26.     for item in data:   
27.         temp = data[item]   
28.         ratio = (np.average(temp[0:2])/np.average(temp[3:5]))   
29.         result[index,0] = item[0]   
30.         result[index,1] = item[1]   
31.         if(ratio>up_threshold):   
32.             result[index,2] = 1   
33.         elif(ratio<low_threshold):   
34.             result[index,2] = -1   
35.         else:   
36.             result[index,2] = 0   
37.         index += 1   
38.     with open(result_filename,'w') as f:   
39.         writer = csv.writer(f)   
40.         writer.writerows(result)   
41.     return result   
42.    
43. def Kmeans_cluster(data,result_filename, total=120):   
44.     #This function process intensities of LLLRRR of total 120 images. 
45.     result = np.zeros([len(data.keys()),total+2])   
46.     index = 0   
47.     for item in data:   
48.         result[index,0] = item[0]   
49.         result[index,1] = item[1]   
50.         temp = data[item]   
51.         for start in range(0,total,12):   
52.             #print(start)   
53.             model = KMeans(n_clusters=2)   
54.             model.fit(temp[start:start+12].reshape(-1,1))   
55.             label = np.zeros_like(model.labels_)   
56.             if model.cluster_centers_[0]>model.cluster_centers_[1]:   
57.                 label[model.labels_==0] = 1   
58.                 label[model.labels_==1] = -1   
59.             else:   
60.                 label[model.labels_==0] = -1   
61.                 label[model.labels_==1] = 1   
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62.             #Need to make sure the total number of images is dividable by 12   
63.             result[index,2+start:14+start] = label*[1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1]   
64.         index += 1   
65.     with open(result_filename,'w') as f:   
66.         writer = csv.writer(f)   
67.         writer.writerows(result)   
68.     return result   
 
Procedures:  
In intensity_to_spin_total.ipynb, change the column length of the result array. Make sure the 
polarization profile is correct, change the directory of the files, then run the cell. This will generate 
the spin configuration for different islands at different time. 
     Example usage of codes: 
1. directory = '../PEEM/3L3R/SFshort_700_260K_4/SFshort_700_260K_4#_SF'   
2. data = read_data(directory+'.csv')   
3. result = Kmeans_cluster(data,directory+'spin_clustering_total.csv',120)   
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Appendix B: Annealing monitor codes  
 
The thermal annealing setup is connected to a computer where a Python program is used to record 
temperature and power of the heater. The controller we use is Watlow EZ-Zone® PM controller. 
For more details, please refer to the user manuals in Reference 79 .  
We use the Modbus functionality of the controller. The programmable memory blocks have 40 
pointers which can be used to write the different parameters of the temperature profile. Once the 
parameters are defined and written to the pointer registers, they are saved in another set of working 
registers. We can read off the parameters from these working registers. For our purpose, we use 
registers 240 & 241 for the current temperature value, registers 262 & 263 for the heating power 
and registers 276 & 277 for the temperature set point. The Python program is shown as below. 
ezzone.ipynb 
1. import serial   
2. import minimalmodbus   
3. import struct   
4. from time import sleep   
5. import csv   
6. import numpy as np   
7.    
8. def readtemp(address,bol):   
9.     #address is the address of the the first register, bol is the boloon of whether it'
s the last value   
10.     temperature = instrument.read_long(address) # Register number, number of decimals   
11.     temp=format(temperature, '08x')   
12.     temp='{0}{1}'.format(str(temp)[4:8],str(temp)[0:4])   
13.     value=struct.unpack('!f', bytes.fromhex(temp))[0]   
14.     #if(bol):   
15.     #    print(value)   
16.     #else:print(value,end=' ')   
17.     return value   
18.    
19.    
20. timespacing=0.5   #in unit of second   
21. duration=15*60*60      #in unit of timespacine   
22. comname='COM4'         #Make sure this is the COM port that the Modbus is using      
23. comaddress=1   
24. baudrate=9600   
25. filename='annealing20180420.csv'#Sepcify the name of the file. 
26. address=[276,240,262]   
27. numberofaddress=len(address)    
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28.    
29. instrument = minimalmodbus.Instrument(comname, comaddress) # port name, slave address (
in decimal)   
30. instrument.serial.baudrate = baudrate   
31. ## Read temperature (PV = ProcessValue) ##   
32. temparray=np.zeros((duration,numberofaddress+1))   
33. temparray[:,0]=np.linspace(0,(duration-1)*timespacing,duration)   
34.    
35. t=0   
36. while t<duration:   
37.     sleep(timespacing)   
38.     for counter,add in enumerate(address):   
39.         temparray[t,counter+1]=readtemp(add,counter==numberofaddress-1)   
40.     if(t%60==0):   
41.         print ("{:3.1f} {:4.5f} {:4.5f} {:4.5f}".format(temparray[t,0],temparray[t,1],t
emparray[t,2],\   
42.                                                temparray[t,3]))   
43.         print()   
44.     t+=1   
45.    
46. with open(filename,'w') as f:   
47.     writer=csv.writer(f,delimiter='|',lineterminator='\n')   
48.     for row in temparray[0:t]:   
49.         writer.writerow(row)   
To use the above program, one simply need to specify the name of the file. The program will 
record the time, current temperature (in unit of Celsius), set point temperature (in unit of Celsius) 
and the heating power (percentage of the full power of 1500 W). In addition to the real-time 
display, the file will also be stored as csv file separated by a ‘|’ symbol.  
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Appendix C: Dimer model codes 
To analyze the Shakti lattice or Santa Fe lattice, one needs to transform the spin orientations of the 
lattice into representation of the dimer model. The dimers are basically a new representation of 
frustration drawn according to some rules. We will show the rule of drawing dimers in this section 
along with the codes that extract and draw dimers. 
C.1 Dimer rule  
A dimer is defined as a boundary that separates two folds of the ground state of square lattice. 
Figure 54 shows the different vertex types. Originally, a dimer is drawn in z=3 vertex so that it 
separates two unfavorable nearest neighbors. To define polymers in the Santa Fe lattice, we can 
generalize the definition from Type II z=3 vertex to Type II and Type III z=4 vertices.  
 
Figure 54 Dimer allocatoin of different vertices. With the dimers in z=3 vertices, we can explain 
the Shakti lattice. To understand the Santa Fe lattice, we need to generalize the dimer definition 
to z=4 vertices. Here we show a full definition of the dimer cover. 
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C.2 Dimer extraction  
In a sense, a dimer can be view as a connection between two loops through a vertex. That’s how 
the dimer extraction code extracts the dimer cover from the spin orientation. The code records the 
location of all loops and vertices. Through the spin orientations, the code will record the any 
connection between a loop and a vertex that corresponds to half of a dimer in a transition matrix. 
To record the dimer evolution over time, a third dimension is used, resulting in a three-dimensional 
storage tensor.  
Functions from dimer_cover_shakti.ipynb: 
1. import numpy as np   
2. import math   
3. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
4. from numpy import random   
5. import os   
6.    
7. def read_file(filename):   
8.     # Function that loads the data   
9.     data = np.loadtxt(filename,delimiter=',')   
10.     return data   
11. def eliminate_ambiguity(data):   
12.     # Function that assign spin to the islands with ambiguous orientation   
13.     # Assign the spin with +|3| according to last frame, if no such information, then 
randomly choose one   
14.     for spin in range(data.shape[0]):   
15.         for time in range(2,data.shape[1]):   
16.             if data[spin,time] == 0:   
17.                 if time ==2 or data[spin,time-1]==0:   
18.                     data[spin,time] = (random.randint(0,2)*2-1)*3   
19.                 else:   
20.                     data[spin,time] = data[spin,time-1]*3   
21. def look_up_name(list_input,input_index):   
22.     # look up the name of index in the list, if not return -1   
23.     for name,index in enumerate(list_input):   
24.         if(input_index==index):   
25.             return name   
26.     return -1   
27. def look_up_index(list_input,name):   
28.     # look up the index of name in the list, if not return -1   
29.     if(name>=len(list_input)):   
30.         return -1   
31.     else:   
32.         return list_input[name]   
33. def look_up_data(row,column,data):   
34.     #look up the position of an island in the data structure, if not, return -1   
35.     for i,item in enumerate((row == data[:,0]) & (column ==data[:,1])):   
36.         if(item==True):   
37.             return i   
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38.     return -1   
39. def init(data):   
40.     # Initialize the loops and vertices   
41.     # connection table, [loop,vertex,time]   
42.     loop_list = []   
43.     loop_count = 0   
44.     # dictionary used to map loop number into index   
45.     vertex_list = []   
46.     vertex_count = 0   
47.     # dictionary used to map vertex number into index   
48.     table = np.zeros([1000,1000,data.shape[1]-2])   
49.     # in the table, 1 represents the dimer between loop and three or four island verte
x 
50.     # 2 represents the dimer between loop and the two islands vertex   
51.     # 3 means the spin configuratoin is wrong! Should expect no 3 value.   
52.     for i in range(int(min(data[:,0])+1),int(max(data[:,0]))):   
53.         for j in range(int(min(data[:,1]+1)),int(max(data[:,1]))):   
54.             if(not any((i == data[:,0]) & (j ==data[:,1]))):   
55.                 #if this is a decimated island   
56.                 loop_list.append([i,j])   
57.                 loop_count+=1   
58.     for i in range(int(min(data[:,0])),int(max(data[:,0])+1),2):   
59.         for j in range(int(min(data[:,1])),int(max(data[:,1])+1),2):   
60.             vertex_list.append([i+0.5,j+0.5])   
61.             vertex_count += 1   
62.     for i in range(int(min(data[:,0])-1),int(max(data[:,0])+1),2):   
63.         for j in range(int(min(data[:,1])-1),int(max(data[:,1])+1),2):   
64.             vertex_list.append([i+0.5,j+0.5])   
65.             vertex_count += 1   
66.     return loop_list,vertex_list,table[0:loop_count,0:vertex_count,:]   
67. def init_incomplete_loop(data,vertex_list):   
68.     # initialize the boundary incomplete loops   
69.     loop_list = []   
70.     loop_count = 0   
71.     # dictionary used to map loop number into index   
72.     table = np.zeros([1000,1000,data.shape[1]-2])   
73.     for j in range(int(min(data[:,1])),int(max(data[:,1])+1)):   
74.         if(not any((min(data[:,0]) == data[:,0]) & (j ==data[:,1]))):   
75.             #if this is a decimated island   
76.             loop_list.append([int(min(data[:,0])),j])   
77.             loop_count+=1   
78.         if(not any((max(data[:,0]) == data[:,0]) & (j ==data[:,1]))):   
79.             #if this is a decimated island   
80.             loop_list.append([int(max(data[:,0])),j])   
81.             loop_count+=1   
82.     for i in range(int(min(data[:,0])+1),int(max(data[:,0]))):   
83.         if(not any((min(data[:,1]) == data[:,1]) & (i ==data[:,0]))):   
84.             #if this is a decimated island   
85.             loop_list.append([int(i),int(min(data[:,1]))])   
86.             loop_count+=1   
87.         if(not any((max(data[:,1]) == data[:,1]) & (i ==data[:,0]))):   
88.             #if this is a decimated island   
89.             loop_list.append([i,int(max(data[:,1]))])   
90.             loop_count+=1   
91.     return loop_list,table[0:loop_count,0:len(vertex_list),:]   
92. def calculate_connection(data,loop_list,vertex_list,table):   
93.     #calculate the polymer connection between the vertices and the loops and store it 
in the table   
94.     total_time = table.shape[2]   
95.     for loop_name,loop_index in enumerate(loop_list):   
96.         i = loop_index[0]   
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97.         j = loop_index[1]   
98.         if(i+j)%2==0:   
99.             #Type I loop   
100.             #look up the position of all six islands first   
101.             island_1 = look_up_data(i-1,j,data)   
102.             island_2 = look_up_data(i-1,j+1,data)   
103.             island_3 = look_up_data(i,j+1,data)   
104.             island_4 = look_up_data(i+1,j,data)   
105.             island_5 = look_up_data(i+1,j-1,data)   
106.             island_6 = look_up_data(i,j-1,data)   
107.             vertex_1 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i-1.5,j+0.5])   
108.             if(vertex_1!=-1 and island_1>0 and island_2>0):   
109.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
110.                     if(data[island_1,time_current+2]*\ 
111.                         data[island_2,time_current+2]==-1):   
112.                         table[loop_name,vertex_1,time_current] = 1   
113.                     elif(data[island_1,time_current+2]*\ 
114.                           data[island_2,time_current+2]<-1):   
115.                         table[loop_name,vertex_1,time_current] = 3   
116.             vertex_2 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i-0.5,j+1.5])   
117.             if(vertex_2!=-1 and island_2>0 and island_3>0):   
118.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
119.                     if(data[island_2,time_current+2]*\ 
120.                         data[island_3,time_current+2]==1):   
121.                         table[loop_name,vertex_2,time_current] = 1   
122.                     elif(data[island_2,time_current+2]*\ 
123.                           data[island_3,time_current+2]>1):   
124.                         table[loop_name,vertex_2,time_current] = 3   
125.             vertex_3 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i+0.5,j+0.5])   
126.             if(vertex_3!=-1 and island_3>0 and island_4>0):   
127.                 if(look_up_data(i+1,j+1,data)==-1):   
128.                     #this is a two-islands vertex   
129.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
130.                         if(data[island_3,time_current+2]*\ 
131.                             data[island_4,time_current+2]==-1):   
132.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 2   
133.                         elif(data[island_3,time_current+2]*\ 
134.                               data[island_4,time_current+2]<-1):   
135.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 3   
136.                 else:   
137.                     #this is a three-islands vertex   
138.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
139.                         if(data[island_3,time_current+2]*\ 
140.                             data[island_4,time_current+2]==1):   
141.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 1   
142.                         elif(data[island_3,time_current+2]*\ 
143.                               data[island_4,time_current+2]>1):   
144.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 3   
145.             vertex_4 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i+1.5,j-0.5])   
146.             if(vertex_4!=-1 and island_4>0 and island_5>0):   
147.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
148.                     if(data[island_4,time_current+2]*\ 
149.                         data[island_5,time_current+2]==-1):   
150.                         table[loop_name,vertex_4,time_current] = 1   
151.                     elif(data[island_4,time_current+2]*\ 
152.                           data[island_5,time_current+2]<-1):   
153.                         table[loop_name,vertex_4,time_current] = 3   
154.             vertex_5 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i+0.5,j-1.5])   
155.             if(vertex_5!=-1 and island_5>0 and island_6>0):   
156.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
157.                     if(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
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158.                         data[island_6,time_current+2]==1):   
159.                         table[loop_name,vertex_5,time_current] = 1   
160.                     elif(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
161.                           data[island_6,time_current+2]>1):   
162.                         table[loop_name,vertex_5,time_current] = 3   
163.             vertex_6 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i-0.5,j-0.5])   
164.             if(vertex_6!=-1 and island_6>0 and island_1>0):   
165.                 if(look_up_data(i-1,j-1,data)==-1):   
166.                     #this is a two-islands vertex   
167.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
168.                         if(data[island_6,time_current+2]*\ 
169.                             data[island_1,time_current+2]==-1):   
170.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 2   
171.                         elif(data[island_6,time_current+2]*\ 
172.                               data[island_1,time_current+2]<-1):   
173.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 3   
174.                 else:   
175.                     #this is a three-islands vertex   
176.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
177.                         if(data[island_6,time_current+2]*\ 
178.                             data[island_1,time_current+2]==1):   
179.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 1   
180.                         elif(data[island_6,time_current+2]*\ 
181.                               data[island_1,time_current+2]>1):   
182.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 3   
183.         else:   
184.             #Type II loop   
185.             island_1 = look_up_data(i-1,j-1,data)   
186.             island_2 = look_up_data(i-1,j,data)   
187.             island_3 = look_up_data(i,j+1,data)   
188.             island_4 = look_up_data(i+1,j+1,data)   
189.             island_5 = look_up_data(i+1,j,data)   
190.             island_6 = look_up_data(i,j-1,data)   
191.             vertex_1 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i-0.5,j-1.5])   
192.             if(vertex_1!=-1 and island_6>0 and island_1>0):   
193.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
194.                     if(data[island_6,time_current+2]*\ 
195.                         data[island_1,time_current+2]==1):   
196.                         table[loop_name,vertex_1,time_current] = 1   
197.                     elif(data[island_6,time_current+2]*\ 
198.                           data[island_1,time_current+2]>1):   
199.                         table[loop_name,vertex_1,time_current] = 3   
200.             vertex_2 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i-1.5,j-0.5])   
201.             if(vertex_2!=-1 and island_1>0 and island_2>0):   
202.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
203.                     if(data[island_1,time_current+2]*\ 
204.                         data[island_2,time_current+2]==-1):   
205.                         table[loop_name,vertex_2,time_current] = 1   
206.                     elif(data[island_1,time_current+2]*\ 
207.                           data[island_2,time_current+2]<-1):   
208.                         table[loop_name,vertex_2,time_current] = 3   
209.             vertex_3 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i-0.5,j+0.5])   
210.             if(vertex_3!=-1 and island_2>0 and island_3>0):   
211.                 if(look_up_data(i-1,j+1,data)==-1):   
212.                     #this is a two-islands vertex   
213.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
214.                         if(data[island_2,time_current+2]*\ 
215.                             data[island_3,time_current+2]==-1):   
216.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 2   
217.                         elif(data[island_2,time_current+2]*\ 
218.                                data[island_3,time_current+2]<-1):   
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219.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 3   
220.                 else:   
221.                     #this is a three-islands vertex   
222.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
223.                         if(data[island_2,time_current+2]*\ 
224.                              data[island_3,time_current+2]==1):   
225.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 1   
226.                         elif(data[island_2,time_current+2]*\ 
227.                               data[island_3,time_current+2]>1):   
228.                             table[loop_name,vertex_3,time_current] = 3   
229.             vertex_4 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i+0.5,j+1.5])   
230.             if(vertex_4!=-1 and island_3>0 and island_4>0):   
231.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
232.                     if(data[island_3,time_current+2]*\ 
233.                         data[island_4,time_current+2]==1):   
234.                         table[loop_name,vertex_4,time_current] = 1   
235.                     if(data[island_3,time_current+2]*\ 
236.                          data[island_4,time_current+2]>1):   
237.                         table[loop_name,vertex_4,time_current] = 3   
238.             vertex_5 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i+1.5,j+0.5])   
239.             if(vertex_5!=-1 and island_4>0 and island_5>0):   
240.                 for time_current in range(total_time):   
241.                     if(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
242.                         data[island_4,time_current+2]==-1):   
243.                         table[loop_name,vertex_5,time_current] = 1   
244.                     if(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
245.                         data[island_4,time_current+2]<-1):   
246.                         table[loop_name,vertex_5,time_current] = 3   
247.             vertex_6 = look_up_name(vertex_list,[i+0.5,j-0.5])   
248.             if(vertex_6!=-1 and island_5>0 and island_6>0):   
249.                 if(look_up_data(i+1,j-1,data)==-1):   
250.                     #this is a two-islands vertex   
251.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
252.                         if(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
253.                             data[island_6,time_current+2]==-1):   
254.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 2   
255.                         if(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
256.                             data[island_6,time_current+2]<-1):   
257.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 3   
258.                 else:   
259.                     #this is a three-islands vertex   
260.                     for time_current in range(total_time):   
261.                         if(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
262.                             data[island_6,time_current+2]==1):   
263.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 1   
264.                         if(data[island_5,time_current+2]*\ 
265.                             data[island_6,time_current+2]>1):   
266.                             table[loop_name,vertex_6,time_current] = 3   
267. def corner(data):   
268.     #save the corner polymer. +1 if along y direction, -1 if along x direction   
269.     result = np.zeros([data.shape[1]-2,4])   
270.     row_min = min(data[:,0])   
271.     row_max = max(data[:,0])   
272.     column_min = min(data[:,1])   
273.     column_max = max(data[:,1])   
274.     #upper left   
275.     middle = look_up_data(row_min,column_min,data)   
276.     diff = look_up_data(row_min,column_min+1,data)   
277.     same = look_up_data(row_min+1,column_min,data)   
278.     one_corner(data,result,middle,diff,same,0)   
279.     #upper right   
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280.     middle = look_up_data(row_min,column_max,data)   
281.     diff = look_up_data(row_min,column_max-1,data)   
282.     same = look_up_data(row_min+1,column_max,data)   
283.     one_corner(data,result,middle,diff,same,1)   
284.     #lower right   
285.     middle = look_up_data(row_max,column_max,data)   
286.     diff = look_up_data(row_max,column_max-1,data)   
287.     same = look_up_data(row_max-1,column_max,data)   
288.     one_corner(data,result,middle,diff,same,2)   
289.     #lower left   
290.     middle = look_up_data(row_max,column_min,data)   
291.     diff = look_up_data(row_max,column_min+1,data)   
292.     same = look_up_data(row_max-1,column_min,data)   
293.     one_corner(data,result,middle,diff,same,3)   
294.     return result   
295. def one_corner(data,result,middle,diff,same,i):   
296.     if(middle!=-1):   
297.         if(diff!=-1):   
298.             if(same!=-1):   
299.                 #both middle_diff pair and middle_same pair   
300.                 for time in range(2,data.shape[1]):   
301.                     if(data[middle,time]*data[diff,time]<=-1):   
302.                         if(data[middle,time]*data[same,time]>=1):   
303.                             result[time-2,i] = 2   
304.                         else:   
305.                             result[time-2,i] = 1   
306.                     elif(data[middle,time]*data[same,time]>=1):   
307.                         result[time-2,i] = -1   
308.             else:   
309.                 #only middle_ pair   
310.                 for time in range(2,data.shape[1]):   
311.                     if(data[middle,time]*data[diff,time]<=-1):   
312.                         result[time-2,i] = 1   
313.         elif(same!=-1):   
314.             #only middle_same pair   
315.             for time in range(2,data.shape[1]):   
316.                 if(data[middle,time]*data[same,time]>=1):   
317.                     result[time-2,i] = -1   
318. def polymer_length(table,time):   
319.     #calculate the average polymer length. Consider only the polymers that start from 
one frustrated loop   
320.     #and end in the other   
321.     frustrated_loop_list=[]   
322.     for i in range(table.shape[0]):   
323.         temp_table = table[i,:,time]   
324.         if(len(temp_table[temp_table==1])==1):   
325.             frustrated_loop_list.append(i)   
326.     count_list = []   
327.     for start_loop in frustrated_loop_list:   
328.         count = 1   
329.         vertex_visited = []   
330.         loop_visited = [start_loop]   
331.         while(1):   
332.             found_vertex = False   
333.             found_loop = False   
334.             for vertex in range(table.shape[1]):   
335.                 if(table[start_loop,vertex,time]==1 and\ 
336.                      vertex not in vertex_visited):   
337.                     found_vertex = True   
338.                     vertex_visited.append(vertex)   
339.                     break   
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340.             if(not found_vertex):   
341.                 break   
342.             else:   
343.                 for loop in range(table.shape[0]):   
344.                     if(table[loop,vertex,time]==1 and loop not in loop_visited): 
345.                         found_loop = True   
346.                         loop_visited.append(loop)   
347.                         start_loop = loop   
348.                         count+=1   
349.                         break   
350.             if(not found_loop):   
351.                 break   
352.         #if(start_loop in frustrated_loop_list and count!=1):   
353.         if(count!=1):   
354.             count_list.append(count)   
355.     return count_list   
356.    
357. def main(T,location,simulation=False):   
358.     # function that calculate the connection of dimer model and store them into files.
    
359.     if simulation:   
360.         folder = '../simulation/'   
361.         filename = folder+'ShaktiShort-N=20-nm=1-TF=100-TQ=80-QuenchGST=5.csv'   
362.     else:   
363.         #folder = '../temperature_sweep/extended_fast/310K/'   
364.         #folder = '../long_movies/330K/'   
365.         folder = '../198K_1/'   
366.         filename = folder+'198K#_shaktispin_clustering.csv'   
367.     total = 6   
368.     if(os.path.exists(filename)):   
369.         data = read_file(filename)   
370.         eliminate_ambiguity(data)   
371.         loop_list,vertex_list,table = init(data)   
372.         incomplete_loop_list,incomplete_table = init_incomplete_loop(data, 
373.                                                               vertex_list)   
374.         corner_result = corner(data)   
375.         calculate_connection(data,loop_list,vertex_list,table)   
376.         calculate_connection(data,incomplete_loop_list, 
377.                              vertex_list,incomplete_table)   
378.         #count_list = polymer_length(table,total)   
379.         if(not os.path.exists(folder+str(T)+str(location))):   
380.             os.mkdir(folder+str(T)+str(location))   
381.         incompletename = folder+str(T)+str(location)+'/'+'incomplete_dimer.csv'   
382.         resultname = folder+str(T)+str(location)+'/'+'dimer.csv'   
383.         loop_resultname = folder+str(T)+str(location)+'/'+'loop.csv'   
384.         incomplete_loop_resultname = folder+str(T)+str(location)\ 
385.                                      +'/'+ 'incomplete_loop.csv'   
386.         vertex_resultname = folder+str(T)+str(location)+'/'+'vertex.csv'   
387.         corner_resultname = folder+str(T)+str(location)+'/' + 'corner.csv'   
388.         table.tofile(resultname,sep=',')   
389.         incomplete_table.tofile(incompletename,sep=',')   
390.         with open(incomplete_loop_resultname, 'w') as f:   
391.             for s in incomplete_loop_list:   
392.                 f.write(str(s[0])+' '+str(s[1]) + '\n')   
393.         with open(loop_resultname, 'w') as f:   
394.             for s in loop_list:   
395.                 f.write(str(s[0])+' '+str(s[1]) + '\n')   
396.         with open(vertex_resultname, 'w') as f:   
397.             for s in vertex_list:   
398.                 f.write(str(s[0])+' '+str(s[1]) + '\n')   
399.         with open(corner_resultname,'w') as f:   
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400.             for s in corner_result:   
401.                 f.write(str(s[0])+' '+str(s[1])+' '+str(s[2])+\ 
402.                         ' '+str(s[3]) + '\n')   
403.     else:   
404.         print(filename+' do not exist')  
C.3 Dimer drawing 
Based on the files generated from A.2, a Matlab code is used to draw the dimer cover along with 
the spin orientations to visualize the kinetics.  
Drawspinmap_dimer_complete.m 
1. function drawspinmap_dimer_complete()   
2. % this function draws the spin map based on the spreadsheet of spin   
3. % orientation extracted from the PEEM intensity. This version draws the   
4. % complete dimer cover and connects the centers of the loops without   
5. % passing vertices.   
6.     %filen = 'shakti600_180K_1#';   
7.     %total = 10;   
8.     orange = [254,153,41]/256;   
9.     arrow_len = 1;   
10.     folder = input('please input the directory of the raw files:');   
11.     subfolder = input('please input the subfolder of the specific T and location:');   
12.     fname = input('please input the name of the spin file:');   
13.     loop_name = sprintf('%s/%s/loop.csv',folder,subfolder);   
14.     incomplete_loop_name = sprintf('%s/%s/incomplete_loop.csv',folder,subfolder);   
15.     vertex_name = sprintf('%s/%s/vertex.csv',folder,subfolder);   
16.     dimer_name = sprintf('%s/%s/dimer.csv',folder,subfolder);   
17.     incomplete_dimer_name = sprintf('%s/%s/incomplete_dimer.csv',folder,subfolder);   
18.     corner_name = sprintf('%s/%s/corner.csv',folder,subfolder);   
19.     positive_name = sprintf('%s/%s/positive.csv',folder,subfolder);   
20.     negative_name = sprintf('%s/%s/negative.csv',folder,subfolder);   
21.     positive_twice_name = sprintf('%s/%s/positive_twice.csv',folder,subfolder);   
22.     negative_twice_name = sprintf('%s/%s/negative_twice.csv',folder,subfolder);   
23.     filename=sprintf('%s/%s',folder,fname);   
24.     %display(filename);   
25.     filearray=csvread(filename);   
26.     loop_list = dlmread(loop_name);   
27.     incomplete_loop_list = dlmread(incomplete_loop_name);   
28.     vertex_list = dlmread(vertex_name);    
29.     dimer = dlmread(dimer_name);   
30.     incomplete_dimer = dlmread(incomplete_dimer_name);   
31.     corner = dlmread(corner_name);   
32.     positive = csvread(positive_name);   
33.     negative = csvread(negative_name);   
34.     positive_twice = csvread(positive_twice_name);   
35.     negative_twice = csvread(negative_twice_name);   
36.     dimer_array = reshape(dimer,[],size(vertex_list,1),size(loop_list,1));   
37.     incomplete_dimer_array = reshape(incomplete_dimer,[],size(vertex_list,1),...   
38.         size(incomplete_loop_list,1));   
39.     %(time,vertex,loop)   
40.     dim = size(filearray);   
41.     spinfolder = sprintf('%s/%s/spinmap',folder,subfolder);   
42.     if(exist(spinfolder,'dir')==0)   
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43.         mkdir(spinfolder)   
44.     end   
45.     %maximum and minimum of the vertices   
46.     x_min = min(vertex_list(:,2));   
47.     x_max = max(vertex_list(:,2));   
48.     y_min = -max(vertex_list(:,1));   
49.     y_max = -min(vertex_list(:,1));   
50.     time_counter = 0;   
51.     frame = 1;   
52.     for k=3:2:dim(2)   
53.         figurename=sprintf('%s/%s/spinmap/spinmap%04d.tiff',folder,subfolder,k-3);   
54.         h=figure('visible','off');hold on;   
55.         %titlename=sprintf('spin map of shakti, file%s',filen);   
56.         %title(titlename);   
57.         dim=size(filearray);   
58.    
59.         for i=1:dim(1)   
60.                 arrow_allblack(arrow_len,-filearray(i,1),... 
61.                                filearray(i,2),filearray(i,k));   
62.         end   
63.         %draw the background dimer model   
64.         for i=1:size(loop_list,1)   
65.             difference_1 = loop_list(:,1) - loop_list(i,1);   
66.             difference_2 = loop_list(:,2) - loop_list(i,2);   
67.             difference_total = abs(difference_1)+abs(difference_2)-3;   
68.             neighbor_index = find(~difference_total);   
69.             for j=1:length(neighbor_index)   
70.                 x = [loop_list(i,2) loop_list(neighbor_index(j),2)];   
71.                 y = [-loop_list(i,1) -loop_list(neighbor_index(j),1)];   
72.                 draw_smallline(2*arrow_len*x(1),2*arrow_len*y(1),... 
73.                                2*arrow_len*x(2),2*arrow_len*y(2),orange);   
74.             end   
75.         end   
76.         %draw dimers for the complete loops   
77.         for i=1:size(vertex_list,1)   
78.             index_loop = find(dimer_array(k-2,i,:));   
79.             if(length(index_loop)==2)   
80.                 %if there are two loops connected to the vertex, then connect   
81.                 %the two loops together   
82.                 x = [loop_list(index_loop(1),2) loop_list(index_loop(2),2)];   
83.                 y = [-loop_list(index_loop(1),1) -loop_list(index_loop(2),1)];   
84.                    
85.                 if(mod(vertex_list(i,1)-1.5,4)==0 &&... 
86.                         mod(vertex_list(i,2)-1.5,4)==0)||...   
87.                     (mod(vertex_list(i,1)-3.5,4)==0 &&... 
88.                         mod(vertex_list(i,2)-3.5,4)==0)||...   
89.                     (abs(x(1)-x(2))+abs(y(1)-y(2))==2)   
90.                     continue;   
91.                 else   
92.                     draw_line_dimer(2*arrow_len*x(1),2*arrow_len*y(1),... 
93.                                 2*arrow_len*x(2),2*arrow_len*y(2),'b');   
94.                 end   
95.             end   
96.         end   
97.             
98.            
99.            
100.         %draw charges   
101.         for i=1:size(loop_list,1)   
102.              x = loop_list(i,2);   
103.              y = -loop_list(i,1);   
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104.              draw_ellipse(2*arrow_len*x,2*arrow_len*y,1,orange)   
105.              if positive(i,k-2)==1    
106.                  x = loop_list(i,2);   
107.                  y = -loop_list(i,1);   
108.                  draw_ellipse(2*arrow_len*x,2*arrow_len*y,1.5,'r')   
109.              end   
110.              if negative(i,k-2)==1    
111.                  x = loop_list(i,2);   
112.                  y = -loop_list(i,1);   
113.                  draw_ellipse(2*arrow_len*x,2*arrow_len*y,1.5,'b')   
114.              end   
115.              if positive_twice(i,k-2)==1    
116.                  x = loop_list(i,2);   
117.                  y = -loop_list(i,1);   
118.                  draw_ellipse(2*arrow_len*x,2*arrow_len*y,3,'r')   
119.              end   
120.              if negative_twice(i,k-2)==1    
121.                  x = loop_list(i,2);   
122.                  y = -loop_list(i,1);   
123.                  draw_ellipse(2*arrow_len*x,2*arrow_len*y,3,'b')   
124.              end   
125.         end   
126.    
127.         string_dim = [0.85 0.85 .1 .1];   
128.         string_content = sprintf('Frame: %d \nTime: %d s\n220 K\n      +1 charge\n\n   
   -1 charge\n\n        +2 charge\n\n        -2 charge',frame,time_counter);   
129.         time_counter = time_counter + 8;   
130.         frame = frame+1;   
131.         annotation('textbox',string_dim,'String',string_content,'FaceAlpha',1);   
132.         annotation('ellipse',[0.867 0.83 0.014 0.0175],'facecolor','r',...   
133.         'Color', 'r', 'LineWidth', 1);   
134.         annotation('ellipse',[0.867 0.77 0.014 0.0175],'facecolor','b',...   
135.         'Color', 'b', 'LineWidth', 1);   
136.         annotation('ellipse',[0.865 0.70 0.026 0.0345],'facecolor','r',...   
137.         'Color', 'r', 'LineWidth', 1);   
138.         annotation('ellipse',[0.865 0.64 0.026 0.0345],'facecolor','b',...   
139.         'Color', 'b', 'LineWidth', 1);   
140.         axis square;   
141.         xlim([20,60]);   
142.         ylim([-50,-10]);   
143.         axis off   
144.         alpha(.5)   
145.         saveas(h,figurename);   
146.     end   
147. end   
148.    
149. function arrow_allblack(arrow_len,y,x,orientation)   
150.     if(mod(x+y,2)==0)   
151.         if(orientation==1)   
152.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,... 
153.                            y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
154.              x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'k');   
155.         end   
156.         if(orientation==-1)   
157.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,... 
158.                            y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,...   
159.              x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,'k');     
160.         end   
161.         if(orientation==0)   
162.             draw_line(x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
163.              x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'k');    
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164.         end   
165.     else   
166.         if(orientation==1)   
167.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,... 
168.                            y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,...   
169.              x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,'k');   
170.         end   
171.         if(orientation==-1)   
172.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,... 
173.                            y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
174.              x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'k');   
175.         end   
176.         if(orientation==0)   
177.             draw_line(x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
178.              x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'k');   
179.         end   
180.      end   
181. end   
182.    
183. function arrow(arrow_len,y,x,orientation)   
184.     if(mod(x+y,2)==0)   
185.         if(orientation==1)   
186.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,... 
187.                            y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
188.              x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'r');   
189.         end   
190.         if(orientation==-1)   
191.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,... 
192.                            y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,...   
193.                    x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,'k');     
194.         end   
195.         if(orientation==0)   
196.             draw_line(x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
197.              x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'g');    
198.         end   
199.     else   
200.         if(orientation==1)   
201.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,... 
202.                            y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,...   
203.              x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,'r');   
204.         end   
205.         if(orientation==-1)   
206.                 draw_arrow(x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,... 
207.                            y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
208.              x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'k');   
209.         end   
210.         if(orientation==0)   
211.             draw_line(x*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len+arrow_len/2,...   
212.              x*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,y*2*arrow_len-arrow_len/2,'g');   
213.         end   
214.      end   
215. end   
216.    
217. function draw_arrow(x,y,xend,yend,color)   
218.     h=annotation('arrow');   
219.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
220.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
221.         'position', [x y xend-x yend-y], ...   
222.         'HeadLength', 4, 'HeadWidth', 8, 'HeadStyle', 'cback1', ...   
223.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 2);   
224.            
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225.            
226. end   
227.    
228. function draw_line(x,y,xend,yend,color)   
229.     h=annotation('line');   
230.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
231.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
232.         'position', [x y xend-x yend-y], ...   
233.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 1);   
234. end   
235. function draw_smallline(x,y,xend,yend,color)   
236.     h=annotation('line');   
237.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
238.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
239.         'position', [x y xend-x yend-y], ...   
240.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 5);   
241. end   
242. function draw_line_dimer(x,y,xend,yend,color)   
243.     h=annotation('line');   
244.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
245.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
246.         'position', [x y xend-x yend-y], ...   
247.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 5);   
248. end   
249.    
250. function draw_dashline_dimer(x,y,xend,yend,color)   
251.     h=annotation('line');   
252.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
253.     set(h,'parent', gca,'LineStyle',':', ...   
254.         'position', [x y xend-x yend-y], ...   
255.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 1.5);   
256. end   
257. function draw_shade(x,y,xend,yend,color)   
258.     h=annotation('line');   
259.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
260.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
261.         'position', [x y xend-x yend-y], ...   
262.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 7);   
263. end   
264. function draw_ellipse(x,y,arrow_len,color)   
265.     size = 0.3;   
266.     x_left = x-size*arrow_len;   
267.     y_low = y - size*arrow_len;   
268.     h=annotation('ellipse');   
269.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
270.     set(h,'parent', gca,'FaceColor',color, ...   
271.         'position', [x_left y_low 2*size*arrow_len 2*size*arrow_len], ...   
272.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 2);   
273. end   
274. function draw_square(x,y,arrow_len,color)   
275.     size = 0.3;   
276.     x_left = x-size*arrow_len;   
277.     y_low = y - size*arrow_len;   
278.     h=annotation('rectangle');   
279.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
280.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
281.         'position', [x_left y_low 2*size*arrow_len 2*size*arrow_len], ...   
282.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 1);   
283. end   
284. function draw_cross(x,y,arrow_len,color)   
285.     size = 0.4;   
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286.     left_x = x-size*arrow_len;   
287.     right_x = x+size*arrow_len;   
288.     up_y = y+size*arrow_len;   
289.     low_y = y-size*arrow_len;   
290.     h=annotation('line');   
291.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
292.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
293.         'position', [left_x up_y right_x-left_x low_y-up_y], ...   
294.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth',1.5);   
295.     h=annotation('line');   
296.     h.Units= 'normalized';   
297.     set(h,'parent', gca, ...   
298.         'position', [right_x up_y left_x-right_x low_y-up_y], ...   
299.         'Color', color, 'LineWidth', 1.5);   
300. end   
 
C.4 Extraction of topological charges in dimer cover 
Based on the files generated from A.2, we can calculate the topological charges that rest on the 
loops. Figure 55 demonstrates the rules the code uses defining the topological charges.  
 
Figure 55 The rule a topological charge within a loop is defined. The charge is related to the 
number of frustrated z=3 vertices connected to the loop. This is also the rule the code uses to 
extract the topological charges. Note that there are two types of loops based on their orientation 
and they have opposite rules. In the original PEEM data, the loops are also rotated 45 degree with 
respect to the schema shown. 
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The ipython notebook dimer_topological_charge.ipynb contains the details of the analysis. The 
main function is calcualte_position, which extracts the charges in forms of four lists 
containing their locations.  
1. def readfile(directory):   
2.     '''''  
3.     Function that reads the dimer cover results.  
4.     '''   
5.     table = np.loadtxt(directory+'/dimer.csv',delimiter=',')   
6.     vertex = np.loadtxt(directory+'/vertex.csv')   
7.     loop = np.loadtxt(directory+'/loop.csv')   
8.     table = table.reshape([loop.shape[0],vertex.shape[0],Nframe])   
9.     return table,vertex,loop   
10.    
11. def calcualte_position(table,vertex,loop):   
12.     '''''  
13.     Function that calculate the position of different charges. 
14.     The output is four lists, each of which contains information of 
15.     one type of charges. Within each list, it contains the lists, 
16.     each of which contains the charges’ positions at different time. 
17.     '''   
18.     #Create a list of coordinate of all z=4 vertices   
19.     fourisland = list()   
20.     for vertex_index in vertex:   
21.         if (vertex_index[0]-1.5)%4==0 and (vertex_index[1]-1.5)%4==0:   
22.             fourisland.append(tuple(vertex_index))   
23.         elif(vertex_index[0]-3.5)%4==0 and (vertex_index[1]-3.5)%4==0:   
24.             fourisland.append(tuple(vertex_index))   
25.                
26.     # initialize the list of list that store the location of loops with   
27.     # positive and negative topological charges   
28.     positive = list()   
29.     negative = list()   
30.     positive_twice = list()   
31.     negative_twice = list()   
32.     for i in range(Nframe):   
33.         positive.append([])   
34.         negative.append([])   
35.         positive_twice.append([])   
36.         negative_twice.append([])   
37.    
38.     for time in range(Nframe):   
39.         for loop_index,loop_cord in enumerate(loop):   
40.             i,j = loop_cord   
41.             if (i+j)%2==0:   
42.             # Type I loop   
43.                 # Count_square is used to keep track of number of unhappy    
44.                 # z=3 vertices that are connected the loop, which will   
45.                 # determine the sign and magnitude of charges of the loop   
46.                 count_square = 0   
47.                 # Find out the vertices that this loop connects to   
48.                 temp = table[loop_index,:,time]   
49.                 temp_nonzero_index = np.flatnonzero(temp)   
50.                 for vertex_index in temp_nonzero_index:   
51.                     if(temp[vertex_index]==2):   
52.                         # two islands diagnoal dimer, they are stored 
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53.                         # as number 2 in the dimer table, so we skip it  
54.                         continue   
55.                     if tuple(vertex[vertex_index]) in fourisland:   
56.                         # four islands diagnoal dimer, skip   
57.                         continue   
58.                     count_square += 1   
59.                 if count_square == 2:   
60.                     negative[time].append(tuple(loop_cord))   
61.                 elif count_square == 3:   
62.                     negative_twice[time].append(tuple(loop_cord))   
63.                 elif count_square == 0:   
64.                     positive[time].append(tuple(loop_cord))   
65.             else:   
66.             # Type II loop   
67.                 count_square = 0   
68.                 temp = table[loop_index,:,time]   
69.                 temp_nonzero_index = np.flatnonzero(temp)   
70.                 for vertex_index in temp_nonzero_index:   
71.                     if(temp[vertex_index]==2):   
72.                         #two islands diagnoal dimer, skip   
73.                         continue   
74.                     if tuple(vertex[vertex_index]) in fourisland:   
75.                         #four islands diagnoal dimer, skip   
76.                         continue   
77.                     count_square += 1   
78.                 if count_square == 2:   
79.                     positive[time].append(tuple(loop_cord))   
80.                 elif count_square == 3:   
81.                     positive_twice[time].append(tuple(loop_cord))   
82.                 elif count_square == 0:   
83.                     negative[time].append(tuple(loop_cord))   
84.     return positive,negative,positive_twice,negative_twice   
85.    
86. def charge_plot(title,positive,negative,positive_twice,negative_twice):  
87.     '''  
88.     Function that plots the charges. 
89.     '''   
90.  
91.     fig,ax = plt.subplots()   
92.     fig.patch.set_facecolor('white')   
93.     for i in range(Nframe):   
94.         plt.scatter(i,len(positive[i])+len(positive_twice[i])*2,c='r',edgecolors='r')   
95.         plt.scatter(i,len(negative[i])+len(negative_twice[i])*2,c='b',edgecolors='b')   
96.         plt.scatter(i,len(positive[i])+len(positive_twice[i])*2-len(negative[i])-
len(negative_twice[i])*2,c='g',edgecolors='g')   
97.         if i==0:   
98.             plt.legend(['positive','negative','netcharge'],loc=5)   
99.         plt.xlim([0,64])   
100.         #plt.xlim([0,400])   
101.         plt.xlabel('time (frame)')   
102.         plt.ylabel('Topological Charge')   
103.         plt.title(title[:3]+'K')   
104.    
105. def charge_plot_single(title,positive,negative):   
106.     fig,ax = plt.subplots()   
107.     fig.patch.set_facecolor('white')   
108.     for i in range(Nframe):   
109.         plt.scatter(i,len(positive[i]),c='r',edgecolors='r')   
110.         plt.scatter(i,len(negative[i]),c='b',edgecolors='b')   
111.         plt.scatter(i,len(positive[i])-len(negative[i]),c='g',edgecolors='g')   
112.         if i==0:   
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113.             plt.legend(['positive','negative','netcharge'],loc=5)   
114.         #plt.xlim([0,400])   
115.         plt.xlim([0,64])   
116.         plt.xlabel('time (frame)')   
117.         plt.ylabel('Single Topological Charge')   
118.         plt.title(title[:3]+'K')   
119.    
120. def charge_plot_double(title,positive_twice,negative_twice):   
121.     fig,ax = plt.subplots()   
122.     fig.patch.set_facecolor('white')   
123.     for i in range(Nframe):   
124.         plt.scatter(i,len(positive_twice[i])*2,c='r',edgecolors='r')   
125.         plt.scatter(i,len(negative_twice[i])*2,c='b',edgecolors='b')   
126.         plt.scatter(i,+len(positive_twice[i])*2-\ 
127.                     len(negative_twice[i])*2,c='g',edgecolors='g')   
128.         if i==0:   
129.             plt.legend(['positive','negative','netcharge'],loc=0)   
130.         #plt.xlim([0,400])   
131.         plt.xlim([0,64])   
132.         plt.xlabel('time (frame)')   
133.         plt.ylabel('Double Topological Charge')   
134.         plt.title(title[:3]+'K')   
135. def movie(directory,positive,negative,positive_twice,negative_twice):   
136.     if(not os.path.exists(directory+'/topological_charge/')):   
137.                 os.mkdir(directory+'/topological_charge/')   
138.     for frame_num in range(Nframe):   
139.         plt.subplots()   
140.         plt.xlim([-4,40])   
141.         plt.ylim([-40,4])   
142.         for negative_loc in negative[frame_num]:   
143.             plt.scatter(negative_loc[1],-negative_loc[0],c='b',edgecolors='b')   
144.         for positive_loc in positive[frame_num]:   
145.             plt.scatter(positive_loc[1],-positive_loc[0],c='r',edgecolors='r')   
146.         for negative_twice_loc in negative_twice[frame_num]:   
147.             plt.scatter(negative_twice_loc[1],-\ 
148.                         negative_twice_loc[0],c='b',edgecolors='b',s=40)   
149.         for positive_twice_loc in positive_twice[frame_num]:   
150.             plt.scatter(positive_twice_loc[1],-\ 
151.                         positive_twice_loc[0],c='r',edgecolors='r',s=40)    
152.         frame1=plt.gca()   
153.         frame1.axes.get_xaxis().set_visible(False)   
154.         frame1.axes.get_yaxis().set_visible(False)   
155.         plt.savefig(directory+'/topological_charge/'+str(frame_num)+'.png')   
156.    
157. def charge_total(directory,positive,negative, 
158.                  positive_twice,negative_twice,frequency):   
159.     result_filename = directory+'/charge.csv'   
160.     result = np.zeros([Nframe,4])   
161.     time = 0   
162.     for frame_num in range(Nframe):   
163.         positive_total = len(positive[frame_num])+\ 
164.                             2*len(positive_twice[frame_num])   
165.         negative_total = len(negative[frame_num])+\ 
166.                             2*len(negative_twice[frame_num])   
167.         net_total = positive_total-negative_total   
168.         result[frame_num,0] = time   
169.         result[frame_num,1] = positive_total   
170.         result[frame_num,2] = negative_total   
171.         result[frame_num,3] = net_total   
172.            
173.         if (frame_num+1)%frequency==0:   
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174.             time+=6   
175.         else:   
176.             time+=1   
177.     np.savetxt(result_filename,result)   
178.        
179. def charge_location(charge,loop,filename):   
180.     charge_position = np.zeros([loop.shape[0],64])   
181.    
182.     for i in range(loop.shape[0]):   
183.         for j in range(64):   
184.             if tuple(loop[i]) in charge[j]:   
185.                 charge_position[i,j] = 1   
186.     np.savetxt(filename,charge_position,delimiter=',')   
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Appendix D: Sample directory  
Project Samples Beamtime (if applicable) 
Shakti lattice 20160408E & 20170419E April 2016 & May 2017 
Annealing project 20170222A-L & 20171024A-P  
Tetris lattice 20160408E April 2016 
Santa Fe lattice 20160902C & 20170419E September 2016 & May 2017 
Table 1 Samples from which the data used in the thesis are collected. For the PEEM data, we 
took data at different beamtimes in ALS. The detailed data acquisition schedules of the PEEM 
data can be found in the PEEM folder in Schiffer group Dropbox. 
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